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Résumé
La plupart des bâtiments de moyenne et grande hauteur en béton armé sont munis de murs
de refend ductiles an résister aux charges latérales dues au vent et aux séismes. Les murs de
refend ductiles sont conçus selon des règles conception stricts. Ces murs sont généralement
conçus de façon à forcer la formation d’une rotule plastique à leur base dans l’éventualité d’un
séismemajeur. Lors de la conception d’un mur, l’enveloppe des moments échissants ainsi que
l’enveloppe des eorts tranchants dans la portion du mur situé au-dessus de la rotule plastique
sont basés sur la résistance probable en exion du mur dans la région de la rotule plastique.
Plusieurs études sur les murs de refend conçus selon cette philosophie de conception on fait le
constat que l’eort tranchant maximum dans un mur peut être sous-estimé lors d’un séisme,
et que des rotules plastiques peuvent également se former à d’autres endroits qu’à la base
du mur, ce qui constitue un mécanisme de ruine indésirable. Ces eets sont principalement
attribuables à la contribution des modes supérieures à la réponse dynamique globale des bâti-
ments lors d’un séisme. L’eet des modes supérieurs est particulièrement important dans les
bâtiments élancés de grande hauteur ayant une période propre de vibration longue.
L’essai pseudo-dynamique avec sous-structure est uneméthode ecace et économique d’évaluer
expérimentalement l’eet des modes supérieurs sur le comportement sismique des murs de
refend dans les bâtiments. Lors de tels essais, comme la masse du bâtiment est modélisée
numériquement, ceci permet de tester des structures à de relativement grandes échelles sans
avoir à combattre mécaniquement les forces d’inerties générées lors d’un séisme. Dans le cadre
de la présente étude, la portion constituant la base d’un mur de refend correspondant à la zone
de rotule plastique faisant partie d’un bâtiment de huit étages à l’échelle 1/2,75 a été testé. Les
dimensions générales de la portion de mur testée étaient de 1800mm de longueur, par 2200mm
de hauteur par 160mm d’épaisseur. Le mur étudié a été conçu selon l’édition 2015 du Code
National du Bâtiment du Canada (CNBC 2015) ainsi que selon la norme CSA A23.3-14 (Calcul
des ouvrages en béton), où le facteur d’amplication de l’eort tranchant causé par l’eet des
modes supérieurs n’a pas été pris en compte.
Lors des essais pseudo-dynamiques avec sous-structure, une nouvelle méthode de contrôle à
trois degrés de liberté convenant à des spécimens d’essai très rigides axialement a été dévelop-
pée et validée. Une procédure novatrice de redémarrage d’un essai interrompu en cours de
route a également été développée et validée. Lors des essais, le bâtiment de huit étages inclu-
ant la portion de mur dans le laboratoire a été soumis à trois séismes. Le premier séisme était
de très faible intensité, l’intensité du deuxième séisme correspondait au séisme de conception,
et le troisième séisme correspondait au séisme de conception dont l’intensité a été doublé. Du-
rant les deux séismes de forte intensité, le mur testé s’est comporté de manière ductile et des
ssures de cisaillement et de exion importantes ont été observées. Même si l’eort tranchant
maximum mesuré durant le séisme de conception a atteint 2,16 fois la valeur de conception
du mur, et 3.01 fois la valeur de conception du mur dans le cas du séisme amplié, aucun mé-
canisme de ruine n’a été observé. Suite aux essais pseudo-dynamiques avec sous-structure, un
essai par poussée progressive a également été eectué.
Les résultats des essais pseudo-dynamiques avec sous-structure portent à croire que la valeur
de l’eort tranchant de conception d’un mur selon la norme CSA A23.3-14 est sous-estimé. De
plus, l’essai poussée progressive a permis de démontrer que le mur était beaucoup plus résistant
qu’anticipé, puisque l’eort tranchant avait été sous-estimé lors de la conception. L’essai par
poussée progressive a également permis de démontrer que le mur peut atteindre des niveaux
de ductilité en déplacement supérieur à celui prévu par la norme CSA A23.3-14.
Mots-cles : amplication dynamique des modes supérieurs, murs ductiles en béton armé,
essai hybride, contrôle de déplacement et de force.
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ABSTRACT
Most mid- and high-rise reinforced concrete (RC) buildings rely on RC structural walls as
their seismic force resisting system. Ductile RC structural walls (commonly called shear walls)
designed according to modern building codes are typically detailed to undergo plastic hinging
at their base. Both the design moment envelope for the remaining portion of the wall and the
design shear forces are evaluated based on the probable exural resistance of the wall in the
plastic hinge region. Several analytical studies have shown that so-designed structural walls
can be subjected to shear forces in excess of the design values. Plastic hinging can also develop
in the upper portion of the walls. These eects are mainly attributed to higher mode response
and, hence, are more severe in taller or slender walls with long fundamental periods. Consid-
ering the literature, there is a signicant uncertainty regarding the behavior of the structural
walls under the higher mode of vibrations excited under earthquake excitations.
Hybrid testing is an eective experimentalmethod to study the natural behaviour of structures
such as shear walls. The hybrid testing method enables the simulation of the seismic response
of large structural elements like RC shear walls without the need to include large masses typ-
ically encountered in multi-storey buildings. In this study a barbell shaped RC shear wall
specimen of 1800mm in length including a 300mm× 300mm boundary element at each end
that is 2200mm in height, and 160mm thick was investigated. A test specimen corresponding
to the base plastic hinge zone of an 8-storey shear wall was tested in a laboratory evolvement
whilst the reminder of the building structure was modeled numerically. The reference wall
was scaled down by a factor of 1/2.75 to obtain dimensions of the test specimen. The RC wall
was designed in accordance with the 2015 edition of the National Building Code of Canada
(NBCC 2015) and the Canadian Standard Association A23.3-14 code. The amplication of the
base design shear force accounting for the inelastic eects of higher modes specied by the
CSAA23.3-14 standard was not taken into account in order to evaluate the amplication ex-
perimentally.
In order to investigate the response of ductile RC walls under earthquake ground motions and
track the eect of the higher vibration modes on the shear force demand, three earthquakes
with dierent intensities were applied on the hybrid model successively. The RC wall exhib-
ited a ductile behaviour under the ground motions and exural and shear cracks developed all
over the height of the wall. In spite of amplifying the shear force demand by a factor of 2.16
under the design level earthquake and 3.01 under a high intensity earthquake, no shear failure
was observed. The test results indicated that the amplication of the design shear forces at the
base of ductile RC shear walls are underestimated by the CSAA23.3-14 standard.
A newmethod for controlling three degrees of freedom in hybrid simulation of the earthquake
response of sti specimens was developed and veried in this study. Also, an innovative pro-
cedure to restore an interrupted hybrid test was programmed and veried.
The hybrid tests were followed by a push-over test under a lateral force distribution equal
to the square root of sum of the squares of the rst ve modes in order to evaluate the dis-
placement ductility of the RC wall. Findings of the nal push-over test showed that the tested
ductile RC wall can withstand higher displacement ductilities than the presented levels in the
NBCC 2015.
Keywords: dynamic amplication of higher modes, ductile reinforced concrete shear wall,
hybrid test, force and displacement control method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 GENERAL CONCEPT
Civil engineering structures are designed to resits probable natural hazards. One of the most
important type of hazards are earthquakes. For each civil engineering structure a suitable seis-
mic force resisting system (SFRS) is used to resist seismic events. Structural walls, commonly
called shear walls, are often used as a SFRS system in multi-storey buildings structures.
The usefulness of structural walls in building structures to resist seismic forces has long been
recognized by the engineering community. For buildings up to 20 stories high, the use of struc-
tural walls is often a matter of choice. For buildings over 30 stories high, the use of structural
walls may become inevitable from an economical point of view, and also, for the control of lat-
eral deections [160]. Fintel [59] has described observations of the performance of structural
walls under severe earthquakes where modern reinforced concrete buildings stood the test of
violent shaking. An important observation by Fintel [59] is that buildings containing struc-
tural walls have exhibited satisfactory earthquake performances in comparison with concrete
framed structures. According to Fintel, no collapse of buildings with structural walls used as
SFRS system has ever been reported. It is of interest to note that most of structures studied
by Fintel were designed in a traditional manner for gravity loads and overturning moments
without considering earthquake loads and therefore without special detailing for ductility as
required by modern building codes.
Ductile response of structural walls under strong seismic ground motions can be achieved
through the development of a exural plastic hinge at the base of the wall if horizontal shear
forces over the height of the building are resisted adequately. When analyzing reinforced con-
crete buildings with structural walls under earthquake loads, it is generally assumed that each
oor acts as a rigid in-plane diaphragm and transmits the inertial forces directly to the wall. It
is also generally assumed that the rigidity of an RC wall is not inuenced by the strength and
stiness of its foundation (the foundation is assumed to be innitely rigid). In most structures
that are subjected to moderate-to-strong ground motions, earthquake resistance is achieved
by allowing yielding to take place in some structural members. It is generally impractical as
well as uneconomical to design a structure to respond in the elastic range to the maximum
expected earthquake-induced forces. Therefore, in seismic design, yielding is permitted in
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predetermined structural members at selected locations with the provision that the vertical
load-carrying capacity of the structure is maintained even after strong ground motions. It is
through technical and structural developments in earthquake engineering that building codes,
design standards, and seismic provisions are being updated. Still there are aspects that are
not completely understood due to the random nature of earthquakes as well as the complex
nature of the response of reinforced concrete structures. Among these aspects, higher mode
eects on the nonlinear dynamic behavior of structures during groundmotions is an important
issue [24, 61].
1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Ductile reinforced concrete shear walls designed according to modern building codes are typi-
cally detailed to undergo plastic deformations at their base. Both the design moment envelope
for the remaining portion of the wall and the design shear forces are evaluated based on the
probable exural resistance of the wall in the plastic hinge region. Several analytical studies
have shown that so-designed structural walls can be subjected to shear forces in excess of the
design values. Nonlinear time history dynamic analysis of shear walls subjected to earthquake
ground motions have shown that due to the contribution of higher modes in the global re-
sponse, shear forces in excess of these capacity design values can develop [8, 24, 57, 159, 214].
These high shear forces can lead to brittle shear and/or sliding failure modes. Plastic hinges
can also develop in the upper portion of the walls [61]. These undesirable failure modes are
mainly attributed to the contribution of the higher modes to the global response and, hence,
are more severe in taller or slender building structures with long fundamental periods [170].
The value of the fundamental period and the exural overstrength at the wall base greatly af-
fect the dynamic shear amplication and seismic force demand [25].
Testing of reinforce concrete (RC) shear wall specimens under dynamically applied high fre-
quency content records should allow for the validation of the shear and bending moment de-
mand on structural walls, including higher mode eects, and the interaction between shear
and exure inelastic responses. In the past, while the static behavior of reinforced concrete
shear walls has been the subject of numerous studies, the same cannot be said for the behav-
ior of RC shear walls under dynamic loads [119]. Consequently, appropriate test methods to
investigate the dynamic response of these structural elements have been recently developed.
In this research, synthetic earthquake time histories generated by Atkinson [14] for eastern
Canada, scaled to the unform hazard spectrum of the city of Rivière-du-Loup NBCC 2015 [146]
were used. Rivière-du-Loup is located in the Charlevoix region that is a very high seismic risk
area in Quebec (see Figure 1.1).
In Canada, reinforced concrete shear walls are designed according to the capacity design prin-
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ciples, dened by the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC2015) [146] and the Canadian
Standard Association concrete design standard A23.3 (CSA A23.3) [46]. By use of capacity de-
sign principles, the potential plastic mechanisms within a structure are clearly dened. Then,
undesirable modes of failures, e.g. shear failures, are avoided by ensuring that the strength
of the elements against those modes are sucient. The remainder of the structural elements
are designed to remain elastic without considering the intensity of the ground shaking or the
magnitudes of ground motions [160].
Figure 1.1: Charlevoix region seismicity, natural resources Canada [143].
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research project aims at experimentally investigating the eects of higher modes on re-
inforced concrete shear walls subjected to earthquake excitations. The main objective of the
research is to experimentally study the seismic behavior in the plastic hinge zone of RC shear
walls located in high-rise buildings through a hybrid test. Eastern North American ground
motion records, which are rich in high frequencies, and present a more critical condition for
higher mode response, were used. From a general point of view, this study characterizes ex-
perimentally:
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1. the seismic shear and exural demands of the tested cantilever structural wall;
2. the damage at the base of the tested wall;
3. the inuence of inelastic shear amplication caused by the higher modes of vibration on
the seismic behavior of the wall;
4. the failure modes of the ductile structural wall designed according to the capacity design
principals.
1.4 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
This thesis comprises eight chapters based on the regulations of Université de Sherbrooke
concerning traditional PhD thesis. Chapter one provides a brief denition of the problem and
explains the objectives of the research. The second chapter addresses the hybrid testing tech-
nique, control methods, and error sources. Chapter three is a literature review about the seis-
mic behaviour of RC shear walls, higher mode eects, and code equations to consider higher
mode eects in designing RC shear walls. Chapter four describes the test program, the mate-
rial used in construction of the test specimen, and the internal and the external measurement
instrumentation. Chapter ve describes numerical models of RC shear walls necessary to pro-
vide a reliable numerical model to carry out a hybrid test. Chapter six presents the hybrid
test set-up, a new control procedure to control RC structural elements with a combination of
displacement and force control methods, and a new method to restart an interrupted nonlin-
ear hybrid test. Test results and structural behaviour of the RC wall are explained in Chapter
seven. In this chapter the nal push-over test, hysteretic behaviour of the specimen, and the
achieved displacement ductility level are presented. Chapter eight compares the test results
against the numerical predictions from shell and ber elements models. This chapter addresses
the capability of each numerical model in simulating the seismic behaviour of RC walls. Chap-
ter nine presents important results of the hybrid tests and also the push-over test. This chapter
provides recommendations and conclusions about the research project.
1.5 RESEARCH ORIGINALITY AND IMPORTANCE
The main important scientic contribution of this research lies in the experimental verication
of the eects of highermodes on the structural behaviour of a cantilever RC shear wall through
a hybrid test by controlling three degrees of freedom (two translational and one rotational).
The following points summarize the scientic contributions of the research:
1. Experimentally qualifying the eects of higher modes on the shear force demand of can-
tilever RC shear walls designed according to CSAA23.3-14 [46].
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2. Developing a new control approach to perform hybrid tests with a combination of force
and displacement control methods.
3. Restoring an interrupted hybrid test using previously recorded data.
4. Evaluating the displacement ductility of RC shear walls through a push-over test.
5. Assessing the capabilities of the shell and ber element numerical models in predicting
the seismic behaviour of RC shear walls.
The test results provided a better understanding of the eect of the higher modes on RC struc-
tural walls’ shear force demand and demonstrated the interaction between shear and exural
deformations in the response. Results showed that higher modes have a profound eect on the
magnication of the structural walls’ shear force demand.

Chapter 2
Hybrid Simulation and Control Methods
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Hybrid simulations combine numerical models and experimental testing techniques using ad-
vanced control methods for the ecient and realistic evaluation of the seismic performance
of structural elements. A given structural system is divided in two parts, a numerical and a
physical substructure and discrete parts of the equation of motion for the whole structure are
extracted from relevant subassembly, and then integrated. During a hybrid test, structural ele-
ments with a well-understood behavior are usually modeled numerically while elements with
complex nonlinear behavior are tested physically. In this test method, the target displacements
are applied quasi-statically or in real time to the physical substructure, and the restored forces
in the physical subassembly, measured experimentally, are fed back to the numerical model
to continue the analysis in the next step. The hybrid testing method has the potential for
combining the economy and versatility of conventional quasi-static testing with the realism of
shaking table tests.
Hybrid tests can be performed in real time or quasi-statically. The main advantage of the real
time tests is considering all time dependent eects of the experimental subassembly such as
inertia forces, damping, and strain rate eects.
Pseudo Dynamic (PSD) tests are performed on an expanded time-scale. This simplies the re-
quired equipments, allows for inspection of the specimen between load steps, and reduces the
complexity of the control methods. The major potential drawback of the PSD test method is
that time-dependent behaviors are not taken into account. Also relaxation phenomena in this
expanded time may induce some errors.
2.2 HYBRID TEST BACKGROUND
Over the past four decades hybrid simulation methods have evolved considerably, moving
from very simple single degree of freedom to more complex structures, and from ramp and
hold to more realistic continuous and real-time loading [132]. The hybrid testing concept
originated in 1969 with Hakuno et al. [71]. Hakuno et al. studied a cantilever beam using
an electromagnetic actuator controlled by an analog computer. This experiment had rather
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poor results because of the low accuracy and limitations of the available control technology.
Takanashi et al. [202] rened Hakuno’s idea. The new method, called online testing, used
a digital computer that generated more accurate results. A year after, Takanashi et al. [200]
adopted the central dierence explicit integration method to perform hybrid tests. The rst
structure that was tested is a two-story single-bay steel frame. Mochizuki [126] performed a
hybrid test to study soil-structure interaction of a pile embedded in soil. The rst hybrid test on
a reinforced concrete structural element, an RC column, was performed by Okada et al. [154].
During a decade and half following the rst development of the hybrid testing method, almost
27 studies were conducted in Japan. The complete list of these researches can be found in [201].
Hadson [74] and Mahin [113] employed this technique to study the seismic characteristics of
dierent structural elements inmid 1980s. Fast and stable integration techniques are the corner
stone of the hybrid testingmethod. Nakashima et al. [141] developed integration techniques for
hybrid testing with substructuring. In order to develop hybrid testing methods to conduct real
time tests, a ve–storey base–isolated building model was tested for various ground motions
byNakashima [140]. The tests demonstrated that the real time hybrid testing is able to simulate
earthquake responses involving large displacements. Real time hybrid tests under sinusoidal
and earthquake ground motions were carried out by Nakashima et al. [142] on a structure
having a viscous damper, showed that well-programmed hybrid tests can model behaviour of
the structural elements very well. Nowadays, this method is a widely accepted testing method
to study the seismic behaviour of structural elements. This is largely due to recent advances
in the control techniques and equipments.
2.3 CONTROL METHODS
Depending on the stiness of the test specimen, a suitable control method has to be used to
perform a hybrid test. Sti specimens produce high experimental forces for relatively small
displacement elds while exible specimens lead to smaller experimental forces. Unsuitable
control method may result in unreliable results, and may even cause instability in the solution
algorithm. To move a sti specimen monotonously at each time step during a test, the dis-
placement increment must be suciently small even smaller than the tolerance of the servo-
actuator system. While in case of a exible specimen, the displacement increment should be
large enough so that the servo-actuator system can be controlled satisfactorily. In addition,
for exible specimens, very small displacements will generate small forces that are dicult
to apply through the most common size servo-actuator systems. Selecting the right control
method is a crucial step in hybrid testing [89].
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2.3.1 Displacement Control
Displacement control is the most commonly used control method in experimental testing. Dur-
ing a hybrid test, the displacements computed by the numerical model are applied to the phys-
ical subassembly and then the measured resisting forces are fed back to the numerical model
as shown in Figure 2.1. The measured restoring forces are based on the current position of
the specimen that is based on the tangent stiness of the experimental substructure. As it
Figure 2.1: Displacement control, adapted from Whyte and Stojadinovic [225].
is presented in Figure 2.1, the procedure of a hybrid test with displacement control method
involves:
1. calculate the displacement vector at the next step, ui+1 using an appropriate numerical
integration method and send it to the experimental substructure;
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2. impose the calculated displacement to the experimental substructure using servo-hydraulic
actuators;
3. measure the restoring force vector, ri+1, associated with the applied displacement and
fed it back to the numerical substructure;
4. calculate the updated acceleration and velocity vectors, u¨i+1 and u˙i+1;
5. go back to the step 1.
2.3.2 Force Control
Force control method applies forces to the experimental substructure instead of displacements.
This control method is well-suited for sti specimens. For a very sti specimen, required dis-
placement increment tomove the specimen smoothly could bemuch smaller than the tolerance
of the actuators. In such case, implementing a displacement control using commonly used dis-
placement measurement equipments will be inherently dicult which makes the force control
a good option. Force control is considered to be a good option for real time and rapid hybrid
tests [89]. Two approaches are mainly used to perform a force control test:
1. Force-driven equations: In this approach the equation of motions is solved for forces
instead of displacements at each time step. The control program input is the force vector
obtained from the numerical substructure. An appropriate force control method must
satisfy both kinematic compatibility at the nodes along with force equilibrium. This
requirement makes the force control method somehow dicult to implement.
2. Displacement-driven equations: In this approach, the equations of the motion are solved
for displacements at each step same as in the displacement control case. Target displace-
ments are passed to the control program. Inside the control program target global dis-
placements are transformed to the experimental element local coordinate system and
then transforms to the corresponding local force vector using an experimentally mea-
sured tangent stiness matrix. In this approach, it is required to have the specimen’s
stiness matrix at each integration time step. Kim [89] has implemented such a method
in OpenFresco (the Open-source Framework for Experimental Setup and Control).
Two main challenges are associated with the force-driven equations for the force control
method [89, 225]:
1. Force equilibrium formulation at the nodes does not provide a unique transformation
for the nonlinear problems. Then a process is required to ensure the compatibility of
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the deformations and force equilibrium at the nodes simultaneously for each integration
time step.
2. Most actuation systems are designed to work in displacement control. Force control
with such actuation systems are more sensitive to noise and more subject to the control
algorithm’s instability.
In practice, researchers are less interested in the force control method even in the case of sti
structural elements. Whyte and Stojadinovic [225] performed a hybrid test on a sti squat shear
wall. They implemented a high precision displacement control using a digital displacement
encoder with a step resolution of 10 microns.
2.3.3 Switch Force-Displacement Control
In an experimental test, especially in the case of reinforced concrete structural elements, a cer-
tain region of a structure may be very sti while another region may be exible. In reinforced
concrete elements, after cracking due to external loads, an important stiness degradation
takes place. The specimen’s behaviour diers widely after severe cracking of the concrete. In
such cases, the capability of switching between two control methods could be desirable. A
mixed control algorithm was designed by Elkhoraibi and Mosalam [55] to adopt force control
for high stiness responses of the experimental specimen and displacement control for lower
stiness. They created a buer zone in the algorithm to prevent alternate switching between
force and displacement controls.
There is not a clear manner to judge if a system is rigid or exible. The classication may vary
considering dierent actuation and the measuring instruments. As a general rule of thumb,
the criteria to determine if a given specimen is exible or sti, is the minimum required dis-
placement compared to the resolution of the actuation system and the employed measurement
instruments. If the displacement steps are less than the accuracy of the test equipment, the
specimen is considered sti, otherwise it is considered as soft.
2.3.4 Mixed Force-Displacement Control
In some tests one may need to control some degrees of freedom with displacement and some
others with force. Kim [89] has implemented a mixed Force-Displacement control method in
OpenFresco as shown in Figure 2.2. In a hybrid test controlled by themixed force-displacement
method implemented by Kim [89], same as the displacement control method, the displacements
computed by the numerical model (in OpenSees) are passed to OpenFresco. OpenFresco con-
verts the displacements to the test local coordinate system and also computes approximate
force vectors for the received displacement vectors. Displacement controlled-DOFs are moved
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by the target displacement commandwhile force commands are applied to the force controlled-
DOFs, and then the measured resisting forces and all displacements at all DOFs are sent back
to OpenFresco. OpenFresco updates the tangent stiness matrix of the physical substructure
using the experimental measurements and feds back the force vector of all testing DOFs to the
numerical model to continue the analysis in the next step. In this method, at each time step
it is required to calculate the tangent stiness matrix of the physical substructure that is not
easy for the elements with complicated behaviour.
Figure 2.2: Mixed Force-Displacement control in OpenFresco [89].
2.3.5 Master-Slave control
In some tests a single degree of freedommay be controlled using more than one actuators. For
example, in a two-dimensional test, as shown in the Figure 2.3, it is assumed that two degrees
of freedom are to be controlled (one translation and one rotation). For this test, two dier-
ent set-up can be employed: a setup using three actuators (Figure 2.3a) or a setup using two
actuators (Figure 2.3b). In the case of using the setup with three actuators, an horizontal ac-
tuator controls the translation degree of freedom while two symmetrically positioned vertical
actuators apply the rotation. One of the vertical actuators could be set as the "Master" to be
controlled directly, while the other one could be set as a "Slave" that follows the Master but in
the opposite direction.
2.4 SOURCES OF ERRORS AND ERROR PROPAGATION
One of the most important challenges associated with hybrid testing is isolating the sources
of errors and their propagation in time. Errors can arise from both the numerical and the
experimental substructures. Shing and Mahin [191] have categorized experimental errors as
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Figure 2.3: Typical two degrees of freedom test setups.
random or systematic. Normally, random errors are small and do not pose a signicant prob-
lem. However, systematic errors are cumulative and can signicantly aect the reliability of
the test results. Experimental errors can be cumulative during the integration process. Shing
and Mahin [190] showed that the rate of growth of systematic errors depends on the mechan-
ical properties of the test specimen and the integration time interval used. Also, they reported
that the highermodes of vibration are likely to bemore inuenced by error accumulations than
lower modes. Generally, elastic systems are more susceptible than inelastic systems to type of
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errors. During a hybrid test, errors are mainly attributed to three dierent sources [133]:
1. structural model idealization;
2. numerical integration procedures (used to solve the equation of motions);
3. experimental test set-up and control methods.
Any simplication in the modeling of the numerical substructures induces some errors during
an hybrid test. The accuracy of an hybrid test is dependent on how well the numerical sub-
structure is modeled. Material models, and suitable nite elements to simulate the cumulated
structural behavior are key factors that generally aect the accuracy of numerical results.
Most integration procedures employ initial constant stiness and damping matrices for the
whole duration of a test to solve the equations of the motion at each time step. This process is
well-suited for linear elastic structures. In the case of structures exhibiting an important non-
linear behaviour, the use of a tangent stiness matrix for both the numerical and the physical
substructures can mitigate errors. Errors arising from experimental test setups and control
equipments are generally more severe in the case of real-time hybrid tests [129].
2.4.1 Error monitoring
Hybrid testing is very sensitive to errors associated with measurement and control systems.
Errors coming from the experimental substructure can be monitored during a test. Mosqueda
et al. [133] proposed an energy balance based method to monitor experimental errors to assess
the quality of the test results, and detect unacceptable levels of experimental errors in real-time.
The Hybrid Simulation Error Monitor (HSEM) proposed by Mosqueda et al. [133] is based on
normalized measures of cumulative energy added due target vs command displacement error.
They introduced following equation to calculate the energy balance during a test:
E
Error = EBE − EE (2.1)
in which EBE is an estimate of the energy applied to the experimental substructure based
on the measured displacements and measured forces. EE is the experimental substructures’
energy based on the experimental measurement.
E
BE =
∫
(ram)Tduam (2.2)
E
E =
∫
(ram)T Tdu (2.3)
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where uam and ram are the measured displacement vector of the specimen and the measured
force vector, respectively, at the actuator degrees of freedom.T is the geometric transformation
matrix to connect measured forces to the global coordinates of the model.
Thewalt and Roman [206] performed a research on the performance parameters related to
hybrid tests. These performance parameters are studied both during and after the test. The
tracking of performance parameters during a test allow to stop before severely damaging the
specimen. Studying the performance parameters after a test can conrm the reliability of the
results.
2.5 INTEGRATIONMETHODS
An important part of an hybrid test is selecting a suitable integration method. The chosen
method has an important inuence on the accuracy and the reliability of a hybrid test. There
are important dierences between fully numerical simulations and hybrid test results. Not all
integration methods can be employed for hybrid testings. Some special requirements, as ex-
plained by Schellenberg et al. [185], are necessary for an integration method to be suitable for
hybrid testing:
1. To eectively reduce the accumulation of numerical errors, the integrationmethod should
be at least second order accurate.
2. Iterations used for convergence should be avoided to prevent spurious loading cycles on
the physical substructure.
3. Because structural masses are generally modeled as lumped concentrated masses and
often moments of inertia at rotational degrees of freedom are neglected, and thus, the
mass matrix is singular (non invertible). Unconditional implicit methods should be used
as explicit methods are generally unstable in that context.
4. The integration algorithm should introduce a certain level of controlled numerical damp-
ing to mitigate the eect of spurious higher modes. The user should make sure to avoid
a loss of accuracy arising from the numerical energy dissipation.
5. Within an integration time step, the displacement increments calculated by iterative pro-
cedures are required to be strictly increasing or strictly decreasing to reduce overshoot
errors.
6. Iterative integration methods that generate monotonic displacement increments, create
a continuous movement of the physical substructure resulting in a more accurate and
reliable experiment.

Chapter 3
Literature Review of Higher Mode
Eects in RC Structural Walls
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The static behavior of reinforced concrete shear walls has been the subject of numerous stud-
ies, the same cannot be said about the behavior under dynamic loads [119]. Consequently,
several test methods to investigate the dynamic response of these structural elements have
been recently developed. Dynamic responses are mainly caused by wind and earthquakes.
The design procedures for wind and earthquake loads are distinctly dierent. Wind loads are
external loads that are generally proportional to the exposed surface of a structure, while earth-
quake loads are internal forces resulting from the base accelerations induced by the groundmo-
tions [42,139]. Wind loads are "force-type" loading, while earthquake loads are "displacement-
type" loading [138].
Seismic ground motions do not damage a building by impact or by externally applied loads,
but by internally generated inertial forces caused by ground accelerations. In fact, the behav-
ior of a building during an earthquake is in essence a vibration problem. Generally, high-rise
buildings respond to seismic excitations dierently than low-rise buildings. The magnitude
of inertia forces induced by an earthquake depends mainly on the building’s mass and sti-
ness distribution, the amplitude and frequency content of the ground accelerations, the nature
of the foundation, and the dynamic characteristics of the structure. High-rise buildings are
typically more exible than low-rise buildings, and in general, experience much lower accel-
erations during an earthquake than low-rise buildings. A exible building subjected to ground
motions for a prolonged period may experience much larger forces if its natural period is close
to that of the ground motion waves [204]. Consequently, the magnitude of the lateral force is
not just a function of the ground acceleration level, but is also inuenced to a great extent by
the dynamic characteristics (natural frequency, mode shapes, and damping) of the structure
and its foundation as well.
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3.2 DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF RC STRUCTURAL WALLS
Structural walls in multi-story buildings can be idealized as a system with several degrees of
freedom. As shown in Figure 3.1, this type of model involves lumped masses and lateral loads
at each level.
The dynamic behavior of a structure is characterized by its natural frequencies and correspond-
ing vibration modes, that depend a great deal on the distribution of the mass and stiness
across the structure. As shown in Figure 3.1, in the elastic range, the lateral deformations can
be decomposed as a linear combination of dierent vibration modes. The seismic structural
response of a structure is usually dominated by the rst few modes. However, depending on
the frequency content of earthquakes, it is possible that the higher modes of vibration may
greatly magnify the structural dynamic response.
Figure 3.1: Dynamic model of a shear wall seismic displacements, and modes shapes.
3.2.1 Seismic design of RC structural walls
In Canada, reinforced concrete shear walls are designed according to the capacity design prin-
ciples, dened by the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) [146] and the Canadian Stan-
dard Association standard A23.3(CSA A23.3) [46]. By use of capacity design principles, the
potential plastic regions within a structure are clearly dened. Then, undesirable modes of
failures, e.g. shear failure, are avoided by ensuring that the strength of the element against
those modes are sucient. The remainder of the structural elements are designed to remain
elastic without considering the intensity of the ground shaking or the magnitudes of ground
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deformations [160]. The principal source of energy dissipation in a laterally loaded cantilever
shear wall (Figure 3.2) is the yielding of longitudinal reinforcements in a plastic hinge located
at the base of the wall. The yielding normally occurs at the base of the wall, as shown in
Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.2e. The height of the plastic hinge zone at the base of shear walls
has been measured experimentally by several researchers and dierent equations have been
proposed, e.g., Paulay and Priestly [160]; Bohl [22]; and others. Brittle failure modes such as a
shear failure (Figure 3.2c), buckling of compressed longitudinal reinforcements, shear sliding
in construction joints (Figure 3.2d), should be avoided by a proper design of the wall [160].
A prerequisite in the design of ductile structural walls is that exural yielding in clearly dened
plastic hinge zones should control the strength, the inelastic deformation demand, and hence,
energy dissipation in the entire structural system [19]. Such carefully designed structural wall
exhibits a stable hysteretic response. In contrast, when shear deformations control the struc-
tural behavior of the wall, less energy is dissipated, and resistance decreases rapidly [160]. The
hysteresis curves from two independent quasi-static cyclic tests are presented in Figures 3.3
and 3.4. As seen in Figure 3.3, carefully designed ductile shear walls that are protected against
shear failure by capacity design principles exhibit greatly improved response, dissipate en-
ergy by yielding of the exural reinforcements within the plastic hinge region, and loose less
strength and stiness per cycle. In this case the shear wall develops very ductile behaviour
that high displacement ductility levels are attained in a very stable manner. Regarding the
gure, the RC wall has passed the displacement ductility of 5. Conversely, shear walls with
shear dominated response show steady reduction of strength and ability to dissipate energy as
shown in Figure 3.4. In such poor designed shear walls as the structure looses strength rapidly,
the structure ends up with an undesired brittle failure mechanism.
Fintel [59] has described observations of shear walls’ performances under severe earthquakes
where modern reinforced concrete buildings stood the test of violent shaking. An important
observation from Fintel [59] is that buildings containing shearwalls have exhibited satisfactory
earthquake performances in comparison with plane concrete framed structures. No collapse of
buildings with shear walls used as a Seismic Force Resistance System (SFRS) has been reported
according to Fintel [59]. It is of interest to note that most of structures studied in that research
were detailed in a traditional manner for gravity loads and overturning moments without con-
sidering earthquake loads and therefore without special details for ductility as required by
modern building codes.
A review of shear walls ductility designed according to standard CSA A23.3 from 1984 to 2004
is presented by Adebar [5]. The exural displacement of a concrete wall is directly related to
the vertical length of the plastic hinge, neutral axis depth (horizontal length of exural com-
pression zone), and the compression strain capacity of the concrete. Currently, the ductility of
shear walls is evaluated by the rotation at the base while the maximum displacement is mea-
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Figure 3.2: a) Seismic force distribution. Failure modes of a cantilever wall [160]: b) exural
failure mode; c) diagonal tension failure under shear; d) sliding mode; and e) diagonal com-
pression failure under shear.
sured at the top of wall. In order to make sure that a given reinforced concrete wall provides
adequate ductility, the inelastic rotational capacity must be greater than or equal to the inelas-
tic rotational demand [5, 46].
Developments of shear design criteria for reinforced concrete members have been presented
by Bentz and Collins [18]. They explained the process used to develop the Canadian Standards
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Association (CSA) A23.3 shear design equations. As stated by Bentz and Collins, in general,
slightly less shear reinforcement is required according to the CSA standard editions after 2004
when compared with the 1994 requirements.
Figure 3.3: Stable hysteretic response of a ductile wall structure [43].
Figure 3.4: Hysteretic response of a structural wall controlled by shear strength [160].
3.3 HIGHER MODE EFFECTS
Higher mode contribution results in dierent shear force and bending moment demand prole
over the wall height, especially shear demand at the base of the structural wall and exural
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moment at upper levels. Increased shear force demandmay cause to an undesired shear failure
at the base and magnied exural moment may form an undesired plastic hinge at the upper
levels. The inelastic response of tall and slender shear walls under seismic loads is a complex
subject that needs more analytical and experimental investigations to achieve better seismic
performances. Nonlinear time history analyses of shear walls under earthquakes excitations
have shown that the base shear forces exceed the capacity design predictions from modern
building codes. This is mainly due to the contributions of higher modes to the global response.
In Tremblay et al. [214], the inelastic response of a typical 12-story ductile reinforced concrete
shear wall is examined under strong earthquake ground motions to determine the importance
of P-delta eects and assess the seismic demand in shear and exure. Tremblay et al. [214] ob-
served that the magnitude and distribution of storey shear forces in the wall is dierent from
that obtained from the NBCC (1996) static design procedure. Boivin and Paultre [24] studied a
12-storey RC oce building located in Montreal that was designed according to the 2005 edi-
tion of the NBCC and the 2004 CSA A23.3 standard. The studied building was composed of a
core RC wall located at the center of the building. The SFRS system of the building was a cou-
pled RC shear wall in the east–west direction and a cantilever wall system in the north–south
direction. This research showed that the overall seismic exural performance to be expected
from the core wall structures under design-level earthquakes is much better than that of the
2005 NBCC for the 2% in 50 years seismic design event. However, there is a risk of shear fail-
ure of wall members due to an underestimation of the shear demand. Boivin and Paultre [24]
observed that the shear force demand of structural walls obtained with design level ground
motions numerical simulations signicantly exceed that of the CSA shear design envelope.
Maniatakis et al. [116] showed that higher mode eects are also signicant in walls where the
response is dominated by the rst mode, where they observed very high inertial forces, storey
acceleration, and shear forces, while displacements and inter-storey drifts signicantly less af-
fected.
Shear force amplication tends to increase in tall buildings where the fundamental period is
relatively high (exible buildings) with high ductility demand (dened as Rd in Canadian and
US codes and q in Eurocode) [178]. Higher mode behaviour depends to a large extent on the
second mode of vibration. Buildings with RC shear walls with high fundamental periods and
low damping ratios result in greater shear force amplications as shown by Blakeley et al. [21]
through non linear response history analyses (NLRHA). Also Luu et al. [109] and Yathon [232]
observed that using Rayleigh damping rather than a constant damping ratio in NLRHA may
overestimate the eect of higher modes. Léger and Dussault [98] conducted a research on the
dissipation of seismic energy on MDOF structures and recommended to use Rayleigh damping
for seismic analysis of MDOF building structures with fundamental period T1 > 0.5 s. They
showed that in the medium-period range (0.5 < T1 < 1.5 s), the Rayleigh damping with
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the proportionality coecients computed from the elastic properties provides a very good
agreement with the Rayleigh tangent stiness damping model. However, the inuence of the
selected Rayleigh damping formulation is not signicant on the seismic response and becomes
negligible for exible structures with T1 > 1.5 s.
Capacity design procedure proposed in most modern building codes, including NBCC [146],
New Zealand [150], and Eurocode8 [35] conne yielding of the exural reinforcement to the
base of shear walls and preclude forming any other exural plastic hinge in upper levels. In a
cantilever shear wall, as long as it is in the elastic regime, the distribution of the lateral seismic
forces can be estimated by an inverted triangle as illustrated in Figure 3.5. After formation
of a plastic hinge at the base, the inverted triangle distribution is no longer valid. It changes
in a way that lowers the position of the lateral resultant forces. For a given bending moment
capacity at the base, it is clear that the new resultant lateral forces is greater than the resultant
of the inverted triangle [175]. The ratio of this new resultant to that of the inverted triangle
distribution may reach greater values than two, which corresponds to the magnifying factor of
the shear forces due to the inelastic eects of higher modes presented in CSAA23.3-2014 [46].
Figure 3.5: Lateral seismic force distribution of a cantilever shear wall. Left: elastic response,
right: inelastic response. Adapted from Rejec [175].
3.3.1 Higher mode elastic eect in RC structural walls
In the linear response range, the structural walls are not seriously cracked and all reinforce-
ments behave linearly. An elastic system that is being aected by a ground motion, oscillates
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around its initial equilibrium position. The seismic behaviour of an elastic RC structural wall
is greatly inuenced by the vibration modes corresponding to natural periods that are lower
than the fundamental period [25]. The contribution of higher modes causes the exural mo-
ments and shear forces demand to be dierent from the static design predictions proposed by
most modern codes such as the Canadian code, NBCC 2015. High exural moment demand
is more critical in the upper parts of the walls while shear force demand is larger than design
predictions is demanded at the base of the wall. These amplications are associated to the
elastic eects of higher modes.
3.3.2 Inelastic eects of higher modes in RC structural walls
As cracks develop and yielding takes place in an RC shear wall due to high shear and mo-
ment demands, the dynamic behaviour of the structure is gradually aected. The fundamental
mode’s period elongates, and damping properties change. Yielding causes the system to drift
from its initial equilibrium position, and oscillate around a new equilibrium position until this
position gets shifted by another episode of yielding [44]. Period elongation may drift the struc-
ture in the spectrum sensitivity zone and change damping eect. According to Datta [50], a
spectrum can be divided into three zones: 1) a displacement sensitive zone (long period re-
gion), 2) an acceleration sensitive zone (short period region), and 3) a velocity sensitive region
(intermediate period region). The eect of damping is greater in the velocity sensitivity zone
rather than acceleration and displacement sensitive zones [50]. In other words, if the funda-
mental period moves (period elongation) from the acceleration sensitive zone to the velocity
sensitive zone, damping plays more important role, and if it moves to displacement sensitive
zone from velocity sensitive zone, the damping eect will be reduced. In this situation, the
higher modes inuence on the dynamic behaviour of the shear wall increases.
3.4 HIGHER MODE AMPLIFICATION FACTORS
Since the 1970’s, dierent researchers have studied highermode eects on exuralmoment and
shear force demand through various research projects, e.g., [21, 25, 54, 64, 85, 91, 170, 175, 179].
Currently, a long list of research publications about higher mode eects and amplication
factors are available, but it seems that a unique consensus is not available yet [178]. The
following literature review is presented in a chronological order.
3.4.1 Blakeley et al. 1975
The very early research on the higher modes eects on the RC structural walls was performed
by Blakeley et al. [21]. This pioneering work yielded some important results:
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1. shear force demand is amplied by higher modes;
2. a second exural plastic hinge is likely to form at the upper levels due to higher mode
eects;
3. shear walls with longer fundamental period lead to higher shear forces at their base;
4. assuming an inverted triangle distribution for the lateral forces underestimates the shear
demand;
5. exural overstrength at the base of the walls decreases the shear force amplication due
to higher modes.
The main outcome of Blakeley et al. [21] was a famous equation to consider both elastic and
inelastic eects of higher modes on the shear force amplications at the base of the walls:
Va = ωvVd (3.1)
where Vd is the base shear force resulting from the inverted triangle distribution, and ωv is the
shear force amplication factor that is dependent on the the number of storeys (N) and hence
on the period.
ωv =
{
0.9 +N/10 N ≤ 6
1.3 +N/30 N > 6
(3.2)
This equation considers the eect of the fundamental period based on the height of the build-
ing while the inuence of exural overstrength at the base of the wall is neglected.
3.4.2 Kabeyasawa and Ogata, 1984
Kabeyasawa and Ogata [85] divided amplied base shear forces into two parts. The rst part,
Vy, corresponding to the rst mode response derived from the inverted triangular distribution
of the lateral forces, and the second part, Vhm, that represents the eect of higher modes. The
amplied shear force is calculated using Equation 3.3.
Va = Vy + Vhm = ωmvVy (3.3)
where 

ωmv = 1 +
Vhm
Vy
Vy =
3My
2H
Vhm = DmWAg
(3.4)
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in which My is the exural strength of the wall at the base; H is the wall’s total height; W
represents total weight of the building; Ag is the peak acceleration ratio normalized by the
gravitational acceleration; and Dm is a coecient dependent on the number of storeys, that
is 0.27, 0.29, and 0.30 for 5-, 7-, and 9-storey structures, respectively. Dm, for buildings taller
than 9 storeys, was not addressed in Kabeyasawa and Ogata [85].
Equation 3.3 directly modies base shear corresponding to the base exural capacity (see sec-
ond term of Equation 3.4) instead of the shear force obtained from analysis. Actually, the
proposed formulation considers the eect of the shear wall base exural overstrength. Addi-
tionally, the eect of the design peak ground acceleration is considered as well, while the eect
of the fundamental period of the structure is not taken into account in this formulation.
3.4.3 Eibl and Keintzel 1988, and Keintzel 1990
The concept of modal limit force was developed by Eibl and Keintzel [54] to better understand
time history analyses results related to the base shear demand in cantilever shear walls. The
authors recommended to calculate the base shear force demand by amplifying the design shear
force through:
Vmax = ωVd (3.5)
where Vd is the design shear force and ω denotes the base shear amplication factor.
ω = Kγ
√√√√( My
KMd
)2
+ 0.1
(
Sa(Tc)
Sa(T1)
)2
≤ K (3.6)
in which γ is a correction factor that is calculatedwith Equation 3.7. As denoted by the authors,
for design purposes, the γ factor may be considered equal to unit,My andMd denote the base
exural moment capacity and design values, respectively. K is the behaviour factor. Sa(T1)
is the design value of the acceleration response spectrum corresponding to the fundamental
vibration period T1 of the structure and Sa(Tc) is the maximum acceleration of the acceleration
response spectrum.
γ = 1 + 0.1(KMd/My − 1) ≥ 1 (3.7)
In equation 3.6 the fact thatK appears only in the rst term under the square root denotes that
only the contribution of the fundamental mode is considered to be reduced by yielding of the
longitudinal bars [54]. This amplication formula considers more factors compared to previous
works. In addition to the fundamental vibration period and the base exural overstrength, the
eect of the maximum acceleration and design ductility of the structure are also considered.
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3.4.4 Ghosh and Markevicius 1990
Gosh andMarkevicius [64] conducted a numerical study on isolated cantilever shearwalls with
10, 20, 30, and 40 storeys. Each height involved 4 case studywith dierent fundamental periods.
Table 3.1 presents the fundamental periods of the walls studied by Ghosh and Markevicius.
Table 3.1: Isolated cantilever shear walls
studied by Ghosh et al. [64]
No. of Storeys Fundamental period (sec.)
10 0.5 0.8 1.4 2.0
20 0.8 1.4 2.0 2.4
30 1.4 2.0 2.4 3.0
40 1.4 2.0 2.4 3.0
Ghosh andMarkevicius [64] concluded that themaximum shear force demand at the base of
an isolated shearwall subjected to a groundmotion corresponds to fundamentalmode response
plus an additional shear force that is a function of the ground motion intensity. Consequently,
they suggested Equation 3.8 to calculate the base shear demand in cantilever shear walls.
Vmax = 3My/2H + 0.25WAg (3.8)
in which My is the wall base exural capacity, H is total height of the wall, Ag is the ratio
of the peak ground acceleration to the gravitational acceleration, and W is the total weight
of the building. This equation, like Equation 3.3 proposed by Kabeyasawa and Ogata [85],
explicitly works with the wall base exural capacity instead of the shear force obtained from
the analyses in order to consider the eect of the exural overstrength. The most important
parameters that this equation does not take into account are the fundamental period and the
structure’s ductility. It is of interest to note that the fundamental periods used in the study (see
Table 3.1) correspond to buildings with high lateral stiness in comparison with well-known
practical period formulation employed in most design codes.
3.4.5 Priestley 2003
Priestley [170] modied the basic method proposed by Eibl and Kreintzel [54] to calculate
the maximum shear force at the base of RC structural walls. Priestly conducted a research
to reinvestigate the capacity design procedure. Based on time-history analysis of six shear
walls, varying from 2 to 20 storeys, with a constant 3 m in the storey height, Priestly [170]
reported that higher mode eects are inadequately represented by either the equivalent lateral
force or modal response spectrum design methods addressed by the New Zealand Loadings
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code [150]. This study showed that the base shear dynamic amplication is dependent on both
the fundamental period and the expected displacement ductility level. As the main outcome
of the research, Priestley proposed two dierent methods for taking into account the eects
of higher modes in cantilever RC walls. The rst is based on a simple modication of the
modal response spectrum method, while the second is appropriate for single-mode design ap-
proaches such as the equivalent lateral force method. In the Modied Modal Superposition
(MMS) Priestley extended the basic method of Eibl and Keintzel [54] for shear forces to the
full height of cantilever RC structural walls, and also to provide a method for determining the
appropriate capacity design moment envelope. The shear force prole is:
Vi =
√
V 21 + µ
2(V 22 + V
2
3 + ...) (3.9)
and exural moment is:
Mi =
√
M21 + µ
2(M22 +M
2
3 + ...) (3.10)
where Vi andMi denote the shear and exural moment envelope at level i, respectively. V1, V2,
etc, andM1, M2, etc, are the modal shears and moments calculated by the inelastic spectrum
in accordance with design process addressed in the New Zealand Standard [150]. The µ factor
denotes the design displacement ductility level. Priestley’s analyses revealed that the dynamic
amplication increases proportionally with the applied ground motion intensity ratio. As it
is obvious in Equations 3.9 and 3.10, the dynamic amplication factor is proportional to the
displacement ductility demand of the structure.
Priestley [170] also proposed a simple amplication factor for practical design of cantilever
RC shear walls, incorporating both the design ductility and the fundamental period of the
structure.
VR = φoωvVE (3.11)
ωv = 1 +
µ
φo
BT (3.12)
0.067 ≤ BT = 0.067 + 0.4(T1 − 0.5) < 1.15 (3.13)
in which T1 represents the fundamental period of the structure, and φo and µ are the base
exural overstrength and the design ductility, respectively. VE is the base shear force from
the initial analysis through the equivalent lateral force approach. Equation 3.11 explains the
fact that the exural overstrength at the base has an important role in dening base shear
amplication.
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3.4.6 Rutenberg and Nsieri 2006
In order to better represent the shear amplication in Eurocode 8 (EC8) [35], Rutenberg and
Nsieri [179] proposed another equation for shear amplication. In light of a parametric study,
they demonstrated that seismic provisions for walls in the medium- and high-ductility classes
addressed in EC8 should be revised. Also they concluded that the amplication factor ad-
dressed in New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard [150], is not conservative, particularly
for walls designed for high ductility demands. The equation proposed by Rutenberg and Nsieri
is:
Va = ω
∗Vd (3.14)
where
ω∗ = [0.75 + 0.22(T + q + Tq)] (3.15)
and in which Va is the amplied base shear, T and q denote the fundamental period and the
behaviour factor (equivalent to Rd in Canadian code), respectively. Considering Rutenberg
and Nsieri analyses results, the proposed equation as depicted in Figure 3.6, overestimates the
shear amplication for large q and low T values.
Equation 3.14 considers the eects of the fundamental period and the design ductility level.
Figure 3.6: Mean results from parametric study of Rutenberg and Nsieri [179] and their pro-
posed equation.
Also Rutenberg and Nsieri [179] recommended an envelope for the shear demand over the wall
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height as it is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In the proposed distribution prole, the shear demand
over the wall height is a function of the fundamental period through the factor ξ. The factor ξ
is calculated as:
ξ = 1.0− 0.3T ≥ 0.5 (3.16)


Figure 3.7: Design envelope of the shear forces over the building height [179].
3.4.7 Boivin and Paultre 2012
Boivin and Paultre [25] conducted a parametric study to investigate the inuence of the follow-
ing parameters on the higher mode amplication eects on the seismic demand of reinforced
concrete shear walls: number of storey; fundamental period; construction site class; wall as-
pect ration; wall cross-section; and wall base exural overstrength factor. They observed that
among all studied parameters aecting the dynamic shear amplication and seismic force de-
mand are the fundamental period and the base exural overstrength. Boivin and Paultre [25]
concluded that for any given value of fundamental period, the dynamic shear amplication is
signicantly reduced with increasing base exural overstrength factor. In addition, they ob-
served that the wall base exural overstrength has no signicant inuence on the shear force
demand for fundamental periods larger than T = 1.0 s. Boivin and Paultre [25] stated that
an adequate shear amplication formula should account for the fundamental period (T ), base
exural overstrength(γw), seismic zone, and design ductility. Based on this parametric study
Boivin and Paultre [26] proposed a new capacity design method accounting for higher mode
amplication eects for a single plastic hinge design of cantilever RC shear walls with a rectan-
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gular section. Figure 3.8 illustrates Boivin and Paultre proposed capacity design envelopes for
exural moment and shear force all over the wall height. In Figure 3.8 Mnb, denotes nominal
Figure 3.8: Capacity design envelopes (a): exural moment, (b): shear force [26].
base moment capacity extracted from sectional analysis, Mf is the factored design moment,
hp is the plastic hinge length, and lw represents the width of the wall. Vf and Vpb are factored
shear force and probable shear strength of the wall base section, respectively. ξ is approxi-
mated from a lower bounded equation, to 0.5, that is linearly dependent to the fundamental
period of the structural wall as shown in the equation 3.17. They also proposed an equation
(eq. 3.18), to estimate plastic hinge length, hp, at the base of cantilever shear walls.
0.5 ≤ ξ = 1.5− T1 (3.17)
hp = 0.8hs + β0H ≥ max(hs, 0.5lw) (3.18)
in which hs andH are storey height and total wall height, respectively. β0 is a factor related to
design ductility and wall base exural overstrength. Boivin and Paultre [25, 26] assumed that
all storeys have the same height.
3.4.8 Rejec et al 2012
Rejec et al. [175] performed an extensive parametric study in order to determine the reliability
of the shear force amplication factor used in Eurocode 8. They studied high and moderately
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ductile cantilever shear walls designed according to EC8. Their research reconrmed the ad-
equateness of the large amplication factors proposed in EC8 for rectangular cross-sections
designed with high ductility levels. Rejec et al. [175] observed that for highly ductile struc-
tures (DCH): (1) Keintzel’s formula, which was adapted in EC8, should be used in combination
on with the seismic shears obtained by considering the fundamental mode; (2) the upper limit
of the shear magnication factor should be related to the total shear force; (3) a variable shear
magnication factor along the height of the wall should be applied; (4) the current procedure
used in EC8 for moderately ductile (DCM) structures (using a constant shear magnication
factor of 1.5 for all walls) is non-conservative. (5) equation 3.19 was recommended to design
high and moderately ductile cantilever shear walls.
VEd,a = εaV
′
Ed,1 (3.19)
where
εa = q
√√√√min
(
[
γRd
q
MRd
MEd
; 1]
)2
+ 0.1
(
Se(Tc)
Se(T1)
)2
≥ 1.5 (3.20)
in which VEd,a is the base shear force, V ′Ed,1 denotes the seismic shear at the base of the wall due
to the rst mode, and εa is the amplication factor. To determine the amplied base shear force,
Eequation 3.19 should be used in combination with shear forces determined by considering the
fundamental mode of vibration. For upper storeys, Rejec et al. [175] proposed variable shear
magnication factors along the height of the wall.
All Rejec et al. models were based on isolated walls. In practice single shear walls are rarely
used to carry out lateral seismic forces. In Rejec et al. [175] the interaction between dierent
walls, and redistribution of shear forces and exural moments after formation of a plastic hinge
are ignored. Developing simple and accurate analysis methods to consider these eects is
essential for practical engineers to design structural walls.
3.5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In the literature, less laboratory tests on shear walls under ground motion excitations are avail-
able. Ghorbanirenani et al. [62] conducted an experimental study on shear walls to investigate
the inelastic responses and interaction of shear, exure, and axial loads in the plastic hinge
zones of the walls considering higher mode eects on a 1:2.33 scaled specimens. Two shake
table tests on two identical moderately ductile designed shear walls were conducted. The spec-
imens were the SFRS of an 8-storey residential building located in Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
that were designed and constructed according to the seismic provisions of NBCC 2005 [144]
and 2004 edition of the CSA A23.3 standard [47]. The two specimens were subjected to dier-
ent amplitudes of a ground motion rich in high frequencies that are representative of Eastern
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North America earthquakes. During the design process, the capacity design method was used.
The plastic hinging zone in design was limited to the wall base while test results conrmed
the formation of a second plastic hinge at the sixth storey of the shear wall due to higher mode
eects. Also they reported that under the design level base ground motion, the peak base shear
force was amplied by a factor of 1.82 times the design value. This behaviour is related to the
higher mode response of the shear walls. Both specimens resisted base shear forces exceeding
their design capacity. Considering the crack propagation template of the specimens, in the
upper plastic hinge region only exural cracks were formed whereas the plastic hinge at the
base of the wall developed both exural and shear cracks. Ghorbanirenani et al. [62] explained
that this higher resistance is essentially due to a greater contribution of concrete in the shear
strength of the RC section before the development of signicant cracking and inelastic rotation
at the wall base. These tests showed that plastic hinging at the upper storeys of the structure
can be used to control the base shear force demand imposed by higher mode response of the
shear wall. Ghorbanirenani et al. [62] reported that despite a high shear demand at the base,
almost two times higher than the capacity design shear force, no shear failure mechanism took
place at the base of the wall.
3.6 DESIGN CODES AND STANDARDS
In the literature, researchers have proposed dierent formulas and factors to amplify the shear
force demand due to the eect of higher modes. Current design standards and codes have
adopted some of those amplication formulas. The following subsections present some ampli-
cation factors used in modern design provisions such as: Canada [31,46,146], USA [12], New
Zealand [150], European Union [35], Japan [7], and China [60].
3.6.1 Canadian CSA standard A23.3-14
In 1994, CSA standard A23.3 proposed a capacity design method to calculate the shear and
exural moment design envelopes in RC shear walls. In the last edition of the CSA standard
A23.3-14 [46], two amplication factors were presented to increase the factored shear force
in order to take into account higher mode eects. One of the factors is to consider the eect
of the exural overstrength at the base of the RC wall, and the next one is for accounting for
the inelastic eects of higher modes. To account for the eect of the exural overstrength at
the base of the wall, inside the plastic hinge region the factored shear force determined from
dynamic analysis should be increased as follow.
1. Inside the base plastic hinge region, the factored shear force should be increased by the
ratio of the probable bending moment Mp to the factored bending moment Mf , both
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calculated at the bottom of the plastic hinge region of the RC wall. This new shear
force is called Vp hereafter that is the shear force corresponding to the development
of the probable exural moment capacity. Vp can be calculated using Equation 3.21 as
recommended in the Explanatory notes on CSA standard A23.3-14 [31]:
Vp = Vf
(
Mp
Mf
)
base
6 Vlimit (3.21)
in which Vf denotes the shear force and the exural moment obtained from a structural
analysis, respectively. Vlimit is the upper limit for the capacity design shear force that is
determined from the elastic shear forces with RdRo = 1.3.
2. The factored shear force at all elevations above the base plastic hinge region should be
increased by the ratio of the factored bending moment resistanceMr to factored bending
momentMf , both calculated at top of the plastic hinge region. This amplied shear force
is called Vah that is the shear force corresponding to the development of the exural
resistance at top of the plastic hinge regions. Vah can approximated using the following
equation:
Vah = Vf
(
Mr
Mf
)
hingetop
6 Vlimit (3.22)
The CSA standard A23.3-14 [46] indicates that the amplication of the shear force due to higher
mode eects should be taken into account in the calculation of design shear force. The standard
has proposed a new amplication factor in the clause 21.5.2.2.7. The standard has indicated
that except for coupled and partially coupled RC shear walls, the factored shear force amplied
to account for exural overstrength through capacity design procedure, should be amplied
again depending on the fundamental period of the building to account the inelastic eects of
higher modes:
ωv =


1.0 Ta ≤ TL
1.0 + 0.25(
RdRo
γw
− 1) ≤ 1.5 Ta ≥ TU
(3.23)
The National Building Code of Canada NBCC2015 [146] presents amplication factors to in-
crease design shear force in order to consider higher mode eects at the case of using the
equivalent lateral force method.
3.6.2 ASCE/SEI7, and ACI318
To this date, American seismic codes [12] do no use higher mode amplication factors. De-
sign shear forces are derived using typical load combination without any amplication factor.
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ACI318 requires that design of cross sections subjected to shear force shall be based on:
φVn ≥ Vu (3.24)
in which Vn in the nominal shear resistance of the section, φ is the reduction factor for shear
and is equal to 0.65, and Vu is the factored shear force of the section. ACI318 requires that the
nominal shear resistance value, Vn, should be bounded by the following equation:
Vn ≤ Acv(αcλ
√
f ′
c
+ ρtfy) (3.25)
where the coecient αc is dependent on ratio of the wall height, hw, to the wall width, lw. αc
is equal to 0.25 for hw/lw ≤ 1.5 and 0.17 for hw/lw ≥ 2.0. For hw/lw between 1.5 and 2.0, the
α factor is calculated by linear interpolation. The coecient ρt is the transversal reinforcing
ratio and fy denotes the yield stress of the wall shear reinforcement.
In addition, ACI318 denes the two following limits for designing shear wall cross sections:
1. The nominal strength for all structural wall piers sharing a common shear force at a
given story shall not be taken larger than:
VnT = 0.66Acv
√
f ′c (3.26)
where Acv is the gross area of concrete bounded web thickness and length of section.
2. For any wall piers, the nominal shear resistance shall not take greater than:
Vni = 0.83Acw
√
f ′c (3.27)
where Acw is the area of the concrete section of the individual pier considered.
If either of the two above conditions is not satised, the wall section is not adequately designed
and should be modied. The Canadian standard, CSA A23.3-04, also has limited the maximum
nominal shear of the section by 0.25f
′
cbwdv in which f
′
c is the compressive strength of concrete,
bw is thickness of the shear wall, and dv is the eective depth of the section. The CSA standard
has not any clear recommendation on how to calculate the eective depth of the wall section,
dv .
3.6.3 Eurocode 8
Eurocode 8 [35] uses Eibl and Keintzel [54] shear force amplication factor ( Eq. 3.28) since the
2004 edition for walls designed for high ductility. The equation in the Eurocode has a minor
dierence with Equation 3.6.
ε = q
√√√√(γRd
q
MRd
MEd
)2
+ 0.1
(
Se(Tc)
Se(T1)
)2
1.5 ≤ ε ≤ q (3.28)
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In Equation 3.28, q is the behaviour factor dened by EC8. MRd andMEd denote exural resis-
tance at the wall base and design exural bending moment at the base, respectively. This equa-
tion accounts for the overstrength due to the strain hardening of the reinforcement through
γRd that may be taken as 1.2. T1 represents fundamental period of the structure, while Tc is
the upper limit period of the constant spectral acceleration region of the spectrum and Se(T ))
is the ordinate of the elastic acceleration response spectrum at the given period. This equation
involvesmore governing parameters to calculate the shear force amplication factor. Eurocode
8 gives larger amplication factors for shear force in comparison with other available design
codes in the world [178]. For moderately ductile shear walls, the EC8 proposes ε = 1.5. Eu-
rocode 8 [35] proposes to apply this amplication factor on the results of the equivalent lateral
force analysis procedure.
3.6.4 New Zealand Building Loading Standard, NZS4203
The dynamic amplication factors for the base shear in the New Zealand Code of Practice for
General Structural Design and Design Loading for Buildings [150] are based on the early in-
elastic time history analyses carried out by Blakeley et al. [21]. The New Zealand code was
the rst building code that considered higher mode amplication factors to evaluate the base
shear design force. Like EC8, the NZS4203 has explicitly restricted shear force magnication to
the equivalent lateral force design procedure. In addition to the dynamic amplication factor
of the base shear, the New Zealand code [150] has proposed that the lateral force distribu-
tion extracted from equivalent lateral force procedure should be amplied by the base exural
overstrength factor φo.
VR = φ
oωvVE ≤ µVE (3.29)
The higher mode amplication factor, ωv , propose by Blakeley et al. [21], depends only on the
number of storeys of the building:
ωv =
{
0.9 +N/10 N ≤ 6
1.3 +N/30 6 < N < 15
(3.30)
The nal amplied shear force should not exceed µVE , where µ is the design displacement
ductility level, and VE is the shear force resulting from an initial equivalent lateral force static
analysis.
3.6.5 Japanese Standard, AIJ, 2006
The Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ), in AIJ Recommendations for Loads on Building [7],
has expressed the distribution of the seismic shear force to estimating equivalent static seismic
loads, as the combination of following four dierent distributions through the equation 3.31 :
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1. uniform distribution of seismic coecient (Va in Figure 3.9.);
2. inverted triangle distribution of seismic coecient (Vb in Figure 3.9.);
3. distribution of shear type structure subjected to white noise or constant velocity re-
sponse spectrum(thismay be called
√
α distribution, since the distribution of the seismic
force is proportional to
√
α) (Vc in Figure 3.9.);
4. distribution of higher mode eects on exural structure (Vd in Figure 3.9.).
Vi
VB
= Va + k1(Vb − Va) + k2(Vc − Va) + k3(Vd − Va) (3.31)
where k1, k2, and k3 are the factors that depend on the characteristics of the building and
earthquake motion.
Figure 3.9: Four distribution of seismic shear force [7].
3.6.6 Chinese Seismic Design Code, GB 50011, 2010
It is stated in the Chines Code for Seismic Design of Buildings that for grade 1, 2, and 3 shear
walls, the amplied shear force design value at the base of the wall shall be adjusted according
to the following equations:
V = ηvwVw (3.32)
For earthquake intensity 9 areas, it shall comply with:
V = 1.1
Mwua
Mw
Vw (3.33)
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where Vw is the calculated value of combined sectional shear force at the base of the shear
wall. Mwua
Mw
is the bending overstrength factor at the base of the wall. ηvw is the shear force
amplifying factor of the seismic-wall, taken as 1.6 for Grade 1, 1.4 for Grade 2, and 1.2 for
Grade 3. The shear wall grade is dependent on the seismic risk of construction zone dened
by the China Seismic Intensity Zonation Map. Walls located at zones with a high seismic risk
are classied as Grade 1.
Chapter 4
Test Program
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The ductile shear wall studied herein is the SFRS system of an 8-storey reinforced concrete
building located in the Canadian city of Rivière-du-Loup, Quebec. The soil type is D. Seismic
loads were determined considering a ductility related force modication factor Rd = 3.5, and
overstrength related force modication factor Ro = 1.6. To achieve the most critical seismic
eects, it is assumed that the reference wall has the maximum allowed fundamental period
regarding the empirical equation given by NBCC2015 [146] (T = 2 × 0.05H3/4 = 1.22 s).
It is assumed that the storey masses are lumped at each storey level, and the Rayleigh period
method [86, 173] is used to calculate the eective mass of the building for the fundamental
period. The construction and test set-up were built in the Structural Laboratory of the Civil
Engineering Department of Université de Sherbrooke.
4.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
4.2.1 Reinforcing steel
Canadian standard rebars including 10M, 15M, and 25M were used to construct the test speci-
men. For the hoops of the boundary elements, smooth φ6 barswere employed. All the reinforc-
ing steel is weldable Grade 400 as specied by the CSA Standard A23.3-14 [46] for structures
having a force modication factor greater than 2.0. For each reinforcing steel diameter, three
tensile tests were carried out to determine the elastic modulus, the yield strength, and the
ultimate strength. The mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel bars is summarized in
Table 4.1.
Figures 4.1a, 4.1b, and 4.1c, present the stress-strain diagrams for φ6, 10M, and 15M rein-
forcements steels, respectively.
4.2.2 Concrete
For each part of the specimen: foundation, wall, and slab, nine concrete cylinders with a
150mm diameter and a 300mm height were cast and cured under standard condition. For the
concrete used to build the wall, six exural beams with dimensions of 100mm × 100mm ×
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties of the used reinforcing steels.
Reinforcing Fy MPa εy mm/mm Fu MPa
steel (std. deviation) (std. deviation) (std. deviation)
φ6
625
(7.07)
0.002
736.2
(2.26)
10M
453.8
(5.53)
0.0019
(0.0002)
655.7
(1.54)
15M
432.6
(4.02)
0.0021
(0.00022)
571.8
(0.76)
25M 450 0.002 650
400mm were cast. The mechanical properties of the concrete were determined from dier-
ent tests. The compressive strength (f
′
c), the modulus of elasticity (Ec), and the compressive
stress-strain curve were obtained by testing three standard cylinders using a MTS testing ma-
chine. Compressive tests were performed at three dierent stages: 7 days, 28 days, and the
specimen’s test date. Three samples were tested at each stage. The modulus of rupture (fr)
was determined from three four-point loading exural tests at the curing stages of 28 days
and the specimen’s test date. Table 2.3 summarizes the concrete properties. Figures 4.2a, 4.2b,
Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of the used concretes at the
age of 28 days.
f
′
c MPa ε
′
c mm/mm fr MPa
Concrete (std. deviation) (std. deviation) (std. deviation)
Foundation
31.2
(1.49)
0.0035
Wall
29.5
(1.31)
0.0032
3.18
(0.05)
Slab
54.1
(2.17)
0.0036
4.80
(0.28)
and 4.2c present the compressive stress-strain curves for the concrete in the foundation, wall,
and slab, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Stress-Strain diagrams of the reinforcing steels: a) φ6; b) 10M; and c) 15M.
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Figure 4.2: Stress-Strain diagrams of the concrete at 28 days: a) foundation; b) wall; and c) slab.
4.3 SHEARWALL OF THE REFERENCE BUILDING
4.3.1 Reference wall geometry
The height of the reference 8-storey building is 28.1m. The rst storey of the building is
6.05m in height and the other seven storeys have the same height (3.15m). The length of the
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shear wall is 4.95m. The wall section is designed in a barbell-shape with boundary elements
at each end. The wall’s thickness is 460mm and the dimensions of the boundary elements is
825mm×825mm. It is assumed that the geometrical dimensions of thewall section is constant
over the wall height but reinforcement percentage varies according to the design shear force
and exural moment.
4.3.2 Mass distribution in the reference building
The mass and stiness distributions over the building height governs the lateral loads and
dynamic behaviour of the structure. A portion of the storey mass comes from the dead and
live loads at the storey level including the masses of the slabs and beams, while another portion
of the mass comes from the walls and columns. Using the nite element software ETABS, and
considering the load combination Dead + 0.5Live + 0.25Snow as the eective seismic mass
source, it was observed that almost 15% of the total mass is concentrated at the rst story, 74%
of the total mass is distributed evenly across the six identical middle storeys (12.33% for each),
and 11% of the total mass is concentrated at the roof level. Assuming this distribution, the
Rayleigh period method [86, 163] was used to calculate the concentrated mass of each level.
Table 4.3 shows concentrated mass assigned to the each storey.
Table 4.3: Mass distribution.
Storey Mass ratio Mass
(of total mass) (kg)
1 0.150 493225
2 0.123 405541
3 0.123 405541
4 0.123 405541
5 0.123 405541
6 0.123 405541
7 0.123 405541
8 0.110 361698
Total mass 3288169
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4.3.3 Plastic hinge length
The length of the plastic hinge zone at the base of the wall is approximated by the following
two equations:
hp = 0.8hs + βoH ≤ max(hs, 0.5lw)→ hp = 0.8× 3512 + 0.1× 28100 = 5620 mm
that is proposed in Boivin and Paultre [26] in which hp is the plastic hinge zone length, hs is the
average storey height, lw is the width of the wall,H denotes the total height of the building, βo
is the eect of wall overstrength factor (γw) and, as recommended by Boivin and Paultre [26],
is equal to 0.10, 0.05, and 0.03 for RdRo/γw values of 2.8, 1.87, and 1.4, respectively, that can
be interpolated for other values of γw. The next equation is:
hp = 0.5lw + 0.1H = 0.5× 4950 + 0.1× 28100 = 5285 mm
proposed in the CSA A23.3-14 [46] standard. Therefore, the plastic hinge zone height should
almost cover the total height of the rst storey.
The minimum wall thickness over the plastic hinge height, according to the clause 21.5.3.2 of
CSA A23.3-14 standard, should be 0.1lu, or lu/14 (see explanatory notes of CSA A23.3-14 and
Figure 4.3). The thickness of the reference RC wall is 440mm in the plastic hinge zone. In the
sections to come, it will be shown that this assumption is correct for the given wall. Figure 4.4
shows the reference RC wall section and the steel reinforcement at the plastic hinge zone.

 

bw
0.0035
c/2
Figure 4.3: Minimum wall thickness in the plastic hinge zone. Adapted from the Explanatory
notes of CSA A23.3-14 [46].
The reference wall has at least the minimum reinforcement in both directions as specied
by the CSA standard A23.3-14 [46]. According to clause 21.5.5.1, both vertical and horizontal
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440
825
4950
Figure 4.4: Bottommost section of the reference wall.
distributed reinforcement shall be provided in such a manner that the reinforcement ratio
be not less than 0.0025 in each direction. Design results showed that the inelastic rotational
demand of the wall is 0.005 rad., while its rotational capacity is 0.009 rad. The overstrength
factor of the reference wall is 1.53.
4.3.4 Sectional analysis of the wall
The reference wall was analyzed and designed using various levels of gravity loads. It was
also analyzed without considering axial load eects. Finally, regarding axial load eect and
assumed location of the shear wall in the reference building, most outer boundaries, and also
considering capacity of the equipments available in the laboratory, 0.03Agf ′c = 2530 kN ax-
ial load was applied in the nal analysis and design process. Using MNPhi program [162],
moment-curvature diagram was extracted considering axial load as presented in Figure 4.5a.
Figure 4.5b shows the moment-axial load interaction diagram of the section. According to
MNPHi, the depth of the neutral axis of the wall section is 640mm, therefore the neutral axis
position is located inside the boundary element zone. Consequently, the 440mm thickness of
the wall in the plastic hinge zone is acceptable.
4.3.5 Seismic design forces
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the design exural moment and shear force envelopes, respec-
tively, for the reference wall according to the CSA A23.3-14 standard and the NBCC 2015 code.
From the gures, it is obvious that the dimensions and reinforcement of the wall satisfy re-
quired shear and exural moment resistance all over the height of the wall. In Figure 4.6,
Mf is the factored moment calculated using response spectrum analysis method addressed in
NBCC2015 [146]. Md stands for the designed moment as recommended in CSAA23.3-14 [46]
through the capacity design procedure, andMr is the factored resistance moment of the sec-
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Figure 4.5: Sectional analysis of the reference RC wall: a) Moment-Curvature diagram (nomi-
nal); and b) Moment-Axial load interaction diagram.
tion. As theMr is greater than the design moment at each level, therefore the RC wall section
has sucient exural moment resistance according to CSA A23.3-14.
In Figure 4.7, Vf is the factored shear force prole extracted using the response spectrum dy-
namic analysis method, Vd stands for the design shear force that is obtained from the capacity
design procedure of the CSAA23.3-14 [46] standard. It should be noted that in the design shear
force the amplifying factor to consider the nonlinear eects of the higher modes presented in
CSAA23.3-14 was not considered in order to measure it experimentally. Vr is the factored re-
sistance shear strength of the section calculated using the equations proposed by the Canadian
standard.
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Figure 4.6: Wall design exural moment and section resistances.
Figure 4.7: Design shear and section resistances.
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4.4 SCALING FACTOR
Considering the capacity of the experimental equipments in the structural laboratory of Uni-
versité de Sherbrooke, a scaling factor of 2.75 was chosen. All dimensions of the shear wall
are scaled down with this factor. The Cauchy method [94] was used to scale other related pa-
rameters. Kumar et al. [94] performed several experimental tests to investigate the accuracy
and stability of dierent PSD methods on scaled models. For a typical problem involving time
dependent loading, there are three fundamental dimensions: the mass (M), the length (L), and
time (T). Therefore three independent scaling factors are used in practice [52]. Other scaling
factors can be derived according to the principles of dimensional analysis. Table 4.4 presents
scaling factors used in the PSD tests by Kumar et al [94]. From the test results, they observed
that as long as the scaling factors for length and force are the same, the results obtained using
each scaling procedure are typically coincident. In this research S = 1/2.75 was used.
Table 4.4: Scale factors used in pseudo-dynamic test proce-
dures by Kumar et al. [94]
Quantity Dimensions Procedure 1 Procedure 2
Length L (S) (S)
Mass M (S3) S
Time T S 1
Stress ML−1T−2 1 1
Velocity LT−1 1 S
Acceleration LT−2 1S S
Force MLT−2 (S2) (S2)
Stiness MT−2 S S
Damping MT−1 S2 S
(C = 2ξ
√
KM )
Natural frequency ω T−1 1S 1
4.5 SCALED SHEARWALL
The test specimen has the same ratio of vertical and horizontal reinforcement as the reference
wall with 0.03Asf ′c axial load. In the test specimen, all specications in CSA A23.3-14 to pre-
vent bulking at concentrated reinforcement zones were taken into account. Figure 4.8 presents
the dimensions and the reinforcement pattern of the scaled wall. Longitudinal reinforcement
in the wall’s web were anchored with 90 degree standard hooks inside of the top slab.
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4.5.1 Sectional analysis
Figures 4.9a and 4.9b show themoment-curvature andmoment-axial load interaction diagrams
of the scaled wall computed with MNPhi [162], respectively. As it is shown in Figure 4.9a,
it is assumed that cracking of the scaled down RC wall starts under a exural moment of
580 kN.m. Regarding the gure, the nominal exural moment capacity of the scaled section
is 1400 kN.m. Results of sectional analysis with MNPhi [162] show that the probable exural
moment resistance of the section is 1550 kN.m.
4.5.2 Anchorage of the horizontal bars
Horizontal bars should be anchored suitably in conned zone. Considering CSA A23.3-14, the
development length of a bar is:
ldb = 0.45k1k2k3k4
1.25fy√
f ′c
db
For the 10M horizontal bars, the required developments length is:
ldb = 0.45× 1× 1× 1× 0.81.25× 450√
30
× 9.5 = 352 mm > 300 mm
As this length is greater than the length of the boundary element, the standard hooks should be
used to anchor the horizontal reinforcement in the plastic hinge zone. The standard 135-degree
hooks were used at both ends of the 10M horizontal bars.
4.5.3 Foundation
The foundation was designed to accommodate the probable plastic capacity of the wall section.
It was xed to the strong oor of the laboratory using 10 post-tensioned anchor bolts. Six of
the bolts had a 38mm diameter and the next four had a 25mm diameter. The tensile capacity
of 38-mm-diameter and 25-mm-diameter were 1070 kN and 800 kN, respectively. The applied
tension in each anchor bolt was 70% of its tensile capacity. Figure 4.10 presents the dimensions
and the reinforcements within the foundation.
4.5.4 Slab
The slab was over-designed to augment the rigidity at the rst storey. A high-strength con-
crete, f ′c = 50MPa, was used to construct the slab in order to reduce cracking and stiness
degradation in the slab. Controlling of the degrees of freedom, especially the rotational degree
of freedom, will be easier using such a strong slab. Figure 4.12 illustrates slab’s dimensions and
reinforcements.
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Figure 4.8: Test specimen: (a) section, (b) elevation.
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Figure 4.9: Test specimen sectional analysis: a) Moment-curvature diagram (nominal); and b)
Moment and axial load interaction (nominal).
4.5.5 Steel beam
A steel beam was used to apply rotation at the top of the rst storey of the wall. The steel
beam section is a W24 × 13 × 143 that comply with the capacity of the hydraulic actuators.
Calculations showed that the steel beam remains in the linear elastic zone for all expected load
cases. To prevent local web buckling, pairs of stieners were welded to the web at each 200mm
along the length of the beam on each side. Figure 4.13 illustrates steel beam and its connection
to the reinforced slab.
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Figure 4.10: Foundation section dimensions and reinforcement.
Figure 4.11: Pouring of the concrete into the foundation forms.
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Figure 4.12: Transversal and longitudinal reinforcements in the slab.
4.6 INSTRUMENTATION
The strains, deections and rotations, and loads were measured using electrical resistance
strain gauges, linear voltage dierential transducers (LVDTs) and potentiometers, and load
cells, respectively. A total of 98 data acquisition channels were used.
4.6.1 Internal instrumentation
Forty nine strain gauges with gauge factor of 2.125±0.5% and grid resistance of 120± 0.6%Ω
were used on vertical and horizontal reinforcements. Strain gauges were installed on opposite
sides of the wall to reduce wire trac. Figure 4.14 illustrates the internal instrumentations
installed on the vertical reinforcements of the RC wall. In total 28 gauges were installed on
the vertical reinforcing bars. Two of the vertical gauges were installed on the development
length of the two extreme vertical reinforcement of the boundary elements, one each, 200mm
underneath the top surface of the foundation.
The horizontal reinforcements of the RC wall were instrumented using 21 identical strain
gauges as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.13: Top steel beam and its connection to the reinforced slab.
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Most of the horizontal gauges were concentrated inside the base one-third of the RC wall
height. Inside the top slab, four strain gauges were used to track the deformations of the ex-
ural reinforcement of the slab. Inside the slab the two middle exural bars, one at the top and
one at the bottom of the slab, were instrumented using two strain gauges.
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Figure 4.14: Internal vertical strain gauges, names and positions.
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Figure 4.15: Internal horizontal strain gauges, names and positions.
4.6.2 External instrumentation
A total of 50 LVDTs and potentiometers were used to measure deformations externally. Poten-
tiometers were employed in the locations that displacement demand were high while LVDTs
were installed to measure displacements of the foundation and lower levels of the wall. To
install external instruments on the specimen, the 6mm diameter bars were placed in the wall
before casting the concrete to mount the external instruments. To anchor this plain bars in-
side the wall, the middle 50 mm of the bar were threaded to create enough anchorage strength.
Figure 4.16 presents the arrangement of the external instrumentations on the north side of the
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RC wall.
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Figure 4.16: External instrumentation, the north side.
On the north side the potentiometer were installed at the middle line of the boundary ele-
ments while on the south side, as shown in Figure 4.17, they were installed on the web of the
RC wall. The reason of these dierent arrangements on both sides is to consider the probable
eects of the boundary elements in the distribution of the shear deformation along the section.
4.7 WALL SEGMENTS
In order to study contribution of dierent displacement sources of deformation at dierent
levels of the RC specimen, the RC wall was divided into the following four segments. Each
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Figure 4.17: External instrumentation, the south side.
segment, except one, has its own instrumentations. In the following subsections each segment
is explained.
4.7.1 Segment I
Segment I is the wall base sliding zone. This zone is a short region above the top surface of
the foundation. This zone was assumed to be 75mm in height at the base of the wall. Inelastic
behaviour at the base of the wall (base sliding zone) can generate a considerable displacement.
Four LVDTs, two on each side of the wall, as shown in Figure 4.16 and 4.17, were used to
measure the rotation in the 75-mm base sliding zone. To measure the horizontal sliding of
the RC wall, two LVDTs, L3 and L11, were installed at the east side of the wall as shown in
Figure 4.16. L3 is a long-stroke LVDT that can measure ±12.5mm and L11 is short-stroke
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LVDT with a ±2.5mm stroke.
4.7.2 Segment II
Segment II is the 470-mm region above the wall base sliding zone. This segment was instru-
mented using two vertical, one horizontal, and two diagonal potentiometers, called hereafter
measuring-set, located on the south and north sides of the wall. On the south side, the instru-
ments were installed inside the length of the wall’s web as shown in Figure 4.17 while on the
north side, the instruments were installed in the middle of the boundary elements (see Fig-
ure 4.16). On the south side the measuring-set is rectangular with 900mm in length, while on
the north side the unit is 1500mm in length. At the both sides, the height of the measuring-set
is same as the height of the segment, i.e, 470mm.
4.7.3 Segment III
Segment III is located above segment II. The height of the segment III is 900mm. Similar to the
segment II, measuring-sets are present on both sides of the segment. The measuring-set on the
south side is a 900mm × 900mm square while on the north side, it is a 1500mm × 900mm
rectangle.
4.7.4 Segment IV
The last 755mm at the top of the specimen is called segment IV. Because of limitations in the
input channels of the data acquisition system, this segment was not instrumented. In the next
chapter the displacements measured at the top of the 3rd segment are decomposed into shear,
exure, and sliding components where applicable.
4.7.5 Construction process
The reference wall and test specimen were designed to meet Canadian codes and standards.
The concrete in the test specimen was poured in three dierent steps: 1) the foundation, 2) the
wall, and 3) the slab. Two construction joints were created between the foundation and the
wall and between the wall and the slab. To prevent sliding shear failures, both surfaces were
roughed to create enough shear strength. In the test specimen, all limitations of CSAA23-14
were followed including the maximum distance between the reinforcements in two orthogonal
directions, and hoops spacing in the boundary elements inside plastic hinge regions.
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4.8 TEST SET UP
Figures 4.18 and 4.18 show the test set-up isometric view and side view, respectively. The
test set-up involves four servo-hydraulic actuators. During the test, two horizontal actuators
are used to control the horizontal translational degree of freedom. The rotational degree of
freedom is controlled bymeans of two vertical actuators. In addition, the axial loads are applied
using the vertical actuators, 0.03Agf ′c. Horizontal displacements are directly applied to the
slab during the test while a combination of the RC slab and a steel beam is used to apply the
rotations.
Figure 4.18: Isometric view of the test set-up and the specimen.
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Figure 4.19: Side view of the test set-up.

Chapter 5
Numerical Modeling of Shear Walls
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The main motivations of this chapter are to present the development of a reliable nite ele-
ment model to study the RC shear wall’s behaviour and simulate the numerical subassembly
of the hybrid test. Using appropriate numerical model greatly improves the accuracy, and
the reliability of the test results during a hybrid simulation. Conversely, a poor or unstable
numerical model can yield to unrealistic test demands and can lead to the destruction of the
physical subassembly due to numerical instabilities, or halt the hybrid simulation due to con-
vergence issues. In this chapter, rst, two distinct numerical modeling approaches developed
in dierent nite element programs are explained. Based on the Timoshenko beam theory, a
simple dimension-dependantmethod to calculate the eective shear stiness of RC shear walls
is presented. Following that topic, damping and material models used in each modeling ap-
proach are described. The developed nite element model is veried by comparing to the test
results from two independent experimental programs found in the literature. And nally, the
responses of the reference RC shear wall of the current study predicted by the both modeling
approaches are compared.
5.2 MODELING APPROACHES
5.2.1 Shell Element Model
Finite element simulations of the studied shear walls were performed using the software Vec-
Tor2 (VT2). VT2 was developed based on the modied compression eld theory (MCFT), that
is an analytical model for predicting the load-deformation response of reinforced concrete
membrane elements subjected to combined shear and normal stresses (Figure 5.1) [220]. Con-
sidering the stress condition at a specic point in a planar structural wall under in-plane loads,
the elements of such a wall will mainly behave as membrane. VT2 was proved to be a good
option for the numerical analysis of shear walls in the past [25,61,108,127]. VT2 has an exclu-
sive material library and many state of the art reinforced concrete material behaviour models
are available.
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Figure 5.1: Reinforced concrete membrane element subjected to in-plane shear and normal
stresses [220].
5.2.2 Fiber Beam-Column Element Model
The OpenSees (Open System For Earthquake Engineering Simulation) software, developed at
University of California at Berkeley [120], provides a wide variety of ber element models to
simulate the behaviour of structural elements. This type of model requires less analysis time
which makes it a good candidate for hybrid testing. Most ber elements do not consider the
shear-exural coupling eects present in shear walls as they are based on the Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory. The shear behaviour is added independently using an appropriate shear be-
havioral law. This shear behavioral law and its parameters have an important eect on the
initial stiness of the system. A low shear stiness will exaggerate lateral displacements and
vice versa. A very simple method to model the shear deformations in the elements’ section is
the eective shear stiness approach. The eective shear stiness is commonly dened as a
fraction of GAg, in which G denotes the shear modulus of elasticity and Ag is gross area of
the section. Rajaeerad [172] has used a bi-linear curve to model the eective shear stiness.
Rajaeerad observed that low eective shear stiness results in an underestimated shear de-
mand while larger stiness ends up in an unrealistic high shear demand. Developing exural
plastic hinges at dierent levels of a wall makes the eective elastic shear concept far more
complicated [108]. Rajaeerad [172] proposed to use 0.10 to 0.20 as the eective shear stiness
factor to have a reasonable estimate of shear force demand at the base of high-rise walls. It
is obvious that the more the exural behaviour dominates the response, the less eect comes
from shear deformations. It is clear that the dimensions of RC shear walls have an important
role on wether the behaviour of the wall is governed by shear or exural displacements. As a
result, assigning a dimension-adopted factor for eective shear stiness of a given RC wall is
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essential. By using a good approximation, it can be expected that the ratio of shear stiness to
the exural stiness is close to the ratio of the shear deformation to the exural deformation
in a given section.
Figure 5.2: Shear and exural deformation of a cantilever element.
5.2.3 Dimension-dependant eective shear stiness factor
According to the Timoshenko beam theory [210], the lateral displacement coming from a top
lateral load applied to a wall, see Figure 5.2, is:
w(0) =
PL3
3EI
+
PL
κ2GA
(5.1)
whereP is the lateral force;E andG are Young’smodulus and shearmodulus, respectively; and
A and L are the gross sectional area and the height of the wall. The factor κ is the Timoshenko
shear coecient, that is 5/6 for rectangular sections. In the right side of Equation 5.1, the
rst part corresponds to the exural deformation while the second part refers to the shear
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deformation. The ratio of the shear deformation to the exural deformation is:
λ =
ws
wb
=
PL
κ2GA
PL3
3EI
(5.2)
Assuming that for most shear walls the section is rectangular, and also using:
G =
E
2(1 + µ)
(5.3)
where µ is the Poisson ratio. λ can be estimated depending on the Poisson ratio of the concrete.
The Poisson ratio can vary from one concrete to another one [196]. By ignoring the eect of
the variation of the Poisson ratio in order to have a general dimension-dependant coecient,
simplication of Equation 5.2 yields to:
λ = 0.7(
b
L
)2 (5.4)
in which b denotes the given wall width and L is the height from the ground level to the
point of application of the load. This coecient is proposed to be used as the eective shear
stiness coecient at the base of RC shear walls (the plastic hinge zone) to aggregate the shear
deformations. For upper storeys of the RC wall (above plastic hinge zone), a smaller λ factor
is used. It is worth mentioning that the eect of axial load was not considered in the above
formulation.
5.3 DAMPING
Rayleigh Mass and Stiness proportional damping was used in this study. In the Rayleigh
model, damping matrix is dened proportional to the mass and the stiness matrices as:
C = a0M + a1K (5.5)
in which M and K are mass and stiness matrices of a given structure, respectively. The
factor a0 denotes themass proportional damping coecient, and a1 is the stiness proportional
damping coecient.
Considering the relationship between orthogonal properties of the modes of the equation of
motion, the damping ratio of the ith vibration mode can be calculated using Equation 5.6 [163]:
ξi =
1
2ωi
a0 +
ωi
2
a1 (5.6)
Dening the damping ratios of two dierent modes, mass and stiness proportional coe-
cients can be evaluated by solving the system of equations determined from equation 5.6 [163],
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i.e.:
(
ξi
ξj
)
=
1
2


1
ωi
ωi
1
ωj
ωj


(
a0
a1
)
(5.7)
The solution of Equation 5.7 is:
(
a0
a1
)
= 2
ωiωj
ω2i − ω2j


ωj −ωi
− 1
ωj
1
ωi


(
ξi
ξj
)
(5.8)
These predened frequencies will be upper bound of the damping ratios between these fre-
quencies while they will be lower bounds for damping ratios outside that range as illustrated
in Figure 5.3. For the special case that ξi = ξj = ξ, Equation 5.8 is reduced to:
Figure 5.3: Rayleigh mass and stiness proportional damping.
a1 =
2ξ
ωi + ωj
(5.9)
and
a0 = ωiωja1 (5.10)
For the transient analyses using both programs, VT2 and OS, an initial-stiness based Rayleigh
damping was used. This is the only available option in VT2 while in OS, user can specify the
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damping matrix to be modied according to the tangent stiness matrix at each time step
during an analysis. For VT2 models a modal damping ratio of 2% of the critical damping was
assigned to the 1st and the last modes of vibration [25]. In the OS models, a slightly smaller
damping ratio was used. A damping ratio of 1.5% of critical damping was assigned to the rst
and third modes of vibration [108].
5.4 MATERIALS
Dierent material models were used in the nite element models. In the following subsections,
material models employed in each modeling approach are explained.
5.4.1 VecTor2 Models
In the models created with the program VT2, Popovics [168] and the modied Park-Kent,
altered by Scott et al. [187], models were used to simulate the pre-peak and post-peak com-
pressive behaviour of concrete, respectively (see Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4: Pre- and post-peak compression response of concrete used in the VT2 models.
fci = −[f ′c + Zmf ′c(εci − εp)] < 0 (5.11)
where
Zm =
0.5
3 + 0.29|f ′c|
145|f ′c − 1000|
.(
ε0
−0.002) + (
|flat|
170
)0.9 + εp
(5.12)
In order to take into account the connement eects in the behaviour of the concrete in the
boundary elements, the material law proposed by Kupfer-Richart [95] was used. The linear
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model in Equation 5.13 to account for tension softening of the concrete was used in the VT2
nite element model [229] (see Figure 5.5).
fts = fcr[1− εc1 − εcr
εtm − εcr ] (5.13)
Figure 5.5: Liner tension softening response used in the VT2 models.
where εcr, εc1, and εtm are the concrete cracking strain, the average net concrete tensile
strain, and the maximum tensile strain of the concrete material, respectively. Reinforcement
steelswere modeled using Seckin [188] trilinearmodel that considers the hysteretic response of
the material. Seckin’s model is capable of taking into account the Bauschinger eect. Tension
softening of reinforcementswasmodeled using theModiedBentzmodel. Themodel proposed
by Bentz [17] has been adapted by Vecchio for VecTor2 to account for two dimensional stress
conditions and the placement of smeared and discrete reinforcement [229].
5.4.2 OpenSees Models
The OpenSees program [120] has dierent material models. Newmaterials are regularly being
added to this open source program by developers. Based on the literature review, the following
materials were selected to use in OpenSees models.
The Steel02
The steel02 is a uniaxial material law, available in OpenSees, based on the initial hysteretic
model proposed by Giure-Menegotto-Pinto (GMP) [123] and the modications developed by
Filippou et al. [58]. This material accounts for the isotropic strain hardening behaviour of steel
reinforcements. The ultimate strains of this material can be limited to maximum andminimum
values in tension and compression, respectively, usingMinMaxmaterial available in OpenSees.
In the case when these limits are surpassed, the element are assumed to have ruptured and its
stiness is taken as zero. Figure 5.6 shows the monotonic behaviour of this material.
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Figure 5.6: Steel02 material stress-strain behaviour, OpenSees [120].
Reinforcing steel
In some OpenSees models, the stress-strain relationship described by Chang and Mander [36]
for steel materials was used to represent the typical mechanical behaviour of the reinforcing
steels (ReinforcingSteel command in OpenSees). This model ignores the softening behaviour
after the ultimate strain, εu. In this study when a steel element reached the ultimate strain in
tension or compression, its capacity was taken as zero (using MinMax material). This material
Figure 5.7: Reinforcing steel backbone stress-strain behaviour, OpenSees [120].
can also model fatigue phenomena, and strength and stiness degradation caused by cyclic
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load histories. The buckling eect in compression is also taken into account through dierent
models such as the Gomes and Appelton [65] material law.
Concrete02
The Concrete02 material law was developed by Yassin [231] in order to perform nonlinear
analysis of prestressed concrete members under monotonic and cyclic loads. This material
model considers the tension softening behaviour of the concrete using a linear function. After
the peak compressive stress is reached, the material follows a linear path until reaching the
crushing of the concrete as shown in Figure 5.8
Figure 5.8: Concrete02 material stress-strain behaviour, OpenSees [120].
Concrete04
Concrete04 is a uniaxial material law proposed by Popovics [168]. The linear unloading and
reloading stiness are based on Karsan and Jirsa [87]. This material considers tension soft-
ening through an exponential function. Popovics has developed dierent models for a range
of normal and high strength concrete materials. The general stress-strain behaviour of the
concrete04 material model is depicted in Figure 5.9. Popovics [168] proposed the following
equation to model the behaviour of a Normal Strength Concrete (NSC).
fi = f
′
c
εi
εc
Q (5.14)
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Figure 5.9: Concrete04 material stress-strain behaviour, OpenSees [120].
where fi and εi are the stress and strain in the concrete, respectively. Q represents the deviation
of the stress-strain curve from the tangent of the initial linear-elastic response:
Q =
n
n− 1 + (ε/εc)n (5.15)
in which n is a curve tting factor that is calculated using:
n =
Ec
Ec − Esec (5.16)
where Esec is the secant modulus of elasticity and can be calculated using the following equa-
tion:
Esec =
f ′c
εc
(5.17)
5.5 VALIDATION OF THE FE MODELS
Finite element models are validated using two independent tests on RC shear walls found in
the literature. In the following subsections each test program is explained.
5.5.1 Walls tested by Chen at McGill University
Test Summary
Chen [43], conducted an experimental study to investigate the eect of connement on the re-
sponse of ductile shear walls subjected to reversed cyclic loading. Two dimensionally identical
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shearwalls designed according to the Canadian standard CSAA23.3-04 [47] were tested. In one
of the two walls, a larger amount of connement reinforcement was placed in the boundary
elements. The rst specimen (calledW3) was constructed using normal-strength concrete and
the other specimen (calledW4) was built using high-strength concrete. The test results showed
that additional connement enhances the displacement ductility without signicantly chang-
ing the load carrying capacity. Figure 5.10 shows the dimensions of two shear walls tested
by Chen [43]. In the numerical modeling of these walls, the ReinforcingSteel and Concrete02

 



Figure 5.10: Shear walls tested by Chen [43], at McGill University. All dimensions are in mil-
limetres.
materials were used to model the steel reinforcement and concrete, respectively. To consider
the eect of connement in the boundary elements, the compressive strength and strain of the
conned concrete were obtained using Cusson and Paultre [48] stress-strain model. To dene
the eective shear stiness factor in order to aggregate shear deformations, a factor of 0.065,
calculated using Equation 5.4, was used.
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Numerical results
Figure 5.11 compares test results of Chen [43] for the specimenW3with numerical results using
nonlinear beam-column ber element. This model shows less stiness and strength degrada-
tion compared to test results. As long as the governing behaviour of a structural element is
exure, the nonlinear beam-column ber element yields good results. If the shear deformation
become important, the nonlinear beam-columnber elementmodel is much less accurate. Due
to buckling of the external longitudinal reinforcement steels, a big drop in strength and sti-
ness is evident at the last cycle of the test. This phenomenonwas not catched by the numerical
model because buckling criteria was not implemented. However, the numerical model shows
a good agreement with test results in dissipating hysteresis energy and maximum capacity.
Figure 5.11: Fiber element model of the RC wall, called W1, tested by Chen [43].
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5.5.2 Walls tested by Gorbanirenani at Ecole Polytechnique Montreal
Test Summary
Ghorbanirenani et al. [61] performed two series of tests on RC shear walls. In the rst series,
monotonic and quasi-static tests were performed on small size specimens. These tests were
carried out on two full-scale prototype specimens, and two scaled down (1:2.43) specimens.
It should be noted that the prototype specimens were 1:5.81 scale of the reference typical RC
shear wall used in a 8-story residential building located in Montréal, QC, Canada. This part
of the study aimed at evaluating the seismic provisions and determine an appropriate scal-
ing factor. In the second series, two identical shear walls, W1 and W2, were tested using a
shaking table. The specimenW1 was tested successively under an earthquake excitation with
the following intensities: 40%, 80%, 100%, and 120% of the reference earthquake with PGA
of 1.2g [108]. The second wall (W2) was tested directly under 100% of the reference earth-
quake that was followed by several larger intensity earthquakes [61]. The seismic test aimed
to study the higher mode eects on the seismic force demand and the dynamic behaviour of
RC shear walls subjected to high frequency earthquakes typically occurring in Eastern North
America. All specimens were designed and detailed according to the seismic provisions of the
NBCC2005 [144] and the CSAA23.3-04 [47] standard. Ghorbanirenani et al. [61] reported that
according to the experimental results, beside the fact that the RC walls can be subjected to
shear forces in excess of the design values due to the eect of the higher modes, there is a high
possibility of forming a second plastic hinge in the upper part of cantilever shear walls. Fig-
ure 5.12 illustrates dimensions of Ghorbanirenani’s RC shear walls tested by shaking table. To
model the reinforcing steels, the Steel02 material was used. And for modeling the concrete, the
Concrete02 material model was employed. In order to aggregate the shear deformation of the
section, the specimen was divided into three parts: the base part (plastic hinge zone, storeys 1
and 2); the middle part (storeys 3 to 5); and the upper part (storeys 6 to 8). Using Equation 5.4,
the factor λwas calculated for the base part. For the middle and upper parts a fraction of the λ
factor dened for the base part was used. Table 5.2 presents the eective shear stiness factors
for each part of the wall. Figure 5.13 compares the experimental results of wall W2 under the
Table 5.1: Eective shear stiness factors for
Ghornabirenani’s walls.
Storeys Height (mm) Width (mm) λ
1 and 2 (base) 2250 1400 0.27
3 to 5 (middle) 3375 1400 0.15
6 to 8 (upper) 3375 1200 0.05
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Figure 5.12: Shear walls tested by Ghorbanirenani et al. [61], at Ecole Polytechnique de Mon-
treal.
design earthquake with the results from the ber model created in OpenSees. Generally, the
numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental results. This agreement con-
rms validity of the modeling assumptions such as damping ratios and appropriateness of the
used structural elements and material models. Almost at all extreme points, the displacement
demand predicted by the OS model are higher than the test results. Because the ber model
does not consider the interaction between shear and exure, higher lateral displacements are
obtained in comparison with the test results. After developing large cracks all over the wall, at
the time t=5 s of Figure 5.13, test results show same period elongation compared to the numer-
ical results. The source of this dierence lies in the fact that the numerical model is not capable
to simulate all nonlinear behaviour of the RC wall including local buckling of reinforcement
steels and separation between concrete and reinforcement. The behaviour of the wall is gov-
erned by exural deformations. Therefore, the ber model can predict the overall structural
response with sucient accuracy. Comparison of the numerical results with the experimental
results of the two aforementioned test programs, show that the numerical models and the ef-
fective shear stiness factor used can reproduce experimental results of RC shear walls with
an acceptable precision.
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Figure 5.13: OpenSees model and Ghorbaninrenani et al. [61] test results. Dimensions are in
millimeter.
5.6 NUMERICAL MODELS FOR THE CURRENT STUDY
Numerical studies on the reference RC shear wall were conducted using VT2 and OpenSees
to investigate higher mode eects. Dimensions and reinforcement of the reference RC wall
were presented in Chapter 4. In this section, selected seismic excitation to do the numerical
analyses and carry out the hybrid tests are explained. Demand predictions under the selected
earthquakes by ber element model (OS) and shell element model (VT2) are compared.
Input ground motions
Two dierent synthetic accelerograms generated by Atkinson [Atkinson, 2009] for Eastern
Canada were selected to use in the numerical analysis. These earthquakes were scaled to
match the uniform hazard spectra (UHS) of Rivière-du-Loup city, provided in NBCC 2015 [146].
The duration of the rst ground motion was 5 seconds (short duration ground motion (SD)),
and the duration of the second ground motion was 16 seconds (long duration ground motion
(LD)). The short and long ground motions were generated for a moment magnitude 6.0 and 7.0
earthquakes at a hypocentral distance of 12 and 14 km, respectively. The SD and LD ground
motions were imposed on the model in the following order:
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1. GM0 (low seismic excitation): the SD groundmotion was scaled down to the acceleration
levels of the UHS corresponding to a 40 percent probability of exceedance in 50 years.
The peak ground acceleration (PGA) corresponding to this accelerogram is 0.096g. The
PGA for this probability of exceedance is based on the values provided on Earthquakes
Canada [Government of Canada, 2016].
2. GM1 (design level seismic excitation): to obtain a design level ground excitation, the LD
ground motion was scaled to the PGA of the UHS with 2% probability of exceedance in
50 years. The corresponding PGA is 0.66g;
3. GM2 (amplied seismic excitation): in order to obtain a very strong excitation, the in-
tensity of the 2% in 50 years SD ground motion was amplied by a factor of two. The
PGA of this ground motion is 1.32g.
Figure 5.14 shows time history of the ground motions. In the following subsections behaviour
of the structure under each seismic excitation is explained separately. The Steel02 and the
Concrete04 were used to model reinforcing steel and concrete materials, respectively. The
reason for using the Concrete04 instead of the Concrete02 was to avoid numerical instabilities
typically encountered when using the Concrete02 material. In order to consider the eect
of connement in the boundary elements, the ultimate strength and strain of concrete were
obtained using Cusson and Paultre [48] stress-strain model. Table 5.2 presents eective shear
factors for the reference wall used in the OpenSees model.
Table 5.2: Eective shear stiness factors
for reference wall.
Storeys Height (mm) Width (mm) λ
1 6050 4950 0.46
2 to 4 9450 4950 0.20
5 to 8 1260 4950 0.05
Numerical results
As the goal of this research is to investigate the seismic behaviour of the RC wall inside the
plastic hinge zone, all quantities are compared at the top point of this region (rst storey of the
reference wall). Figures 5.15 to 5.19 compare numerical demands of the reference wall using
two dierent models. It is obvious that both VT2 and OS models predict almost same demands
under GM0 and GM1 ground motions. In terms of base shear demand (see Figures 5.15), both
models predict same amounts under GM0 and GM1 excitations, while VT2 model shows higher
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Figure 5.14: Time history of ground motions: a) GM0; b) GM1; c) GM2.
demand compared to OS model under GM2 excitation. The RC wall develops severe cracks
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under GM1 excitation, therefore, shows more complicated nonlinear behaviour under GM2.
Considering the literature, ber element models are not capable to catch all those behaviours.
Under the design level earthquake, both models show an amplied base shear demand. Con-
sidering appendix A, the design base shear force of the reference wall is 2650 kN. VT2 model
predicts 6260 kN while OS model shows 5660 kN. The amplication factor of shear demand
predicted by VT2 model is 2.36 while OS model predicts a factor of 2.14. This amplied shear
demand is because of the eect of the higher modes.
Same as shear demand, the two models show excellent agreement under GM0 and GM1 excita-
tions while under the amplied earthquake (GM2) VT2 model shows higher exural demands
both at the top and base of the plastic hinge region as shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
By comparing lateral displacements and rotations above the plastic hinge zone as shown in
Figures 5.18 and 5.19, respectively, there is an excellent agreement between results of the two
models until the start of the free vibration at the end of the GM1 seismic excitation. This dis-
agreement in displacement demands of the two models is due to the fact that the damping
matrices in two models are not exactly same. In both models, after the rst seconds of the
design level excitation GM1, the period elongation is obvious (see Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.15: VT2 and OS numerical model results for base shear force demand of the reference
RC wall under three successive seismic excitations.
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Figure 5.16: VT2 and OS numerical model results for base exural moment demand of the
reference RC wall.
Figure 5.17: VT2 and OS numerical model results for exural moment demand at top of the 1st
oor for the reference RC wall.
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Figure 5.18: VT2 and OS numerical model results for horizontal displacement demand at top
the experimental specimen (control point). Scaled down with scale factor
Figure 5.19: VT2 andOS numericalmodel results for rotation demand at top of the experimental
specimen (control point).
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Figure 5.20: VT2 and OS numerical model results for rotation demand at top of the reference
wall.
5.7 SUMMARY
By comparing the test results of Chen [43] and Ghorbanirenani [61] with numerical predic-
tions, it was demonstrated that the nite element models are able to predict the structural
behaviour of RC shear walls satisfactorily. The numerical results also show that the intro-
duced dimension-dependant eective shear stiness factor (λ) to take into account the shear
deformations in ber based models is reliable. Good agreement between the predictions ob-
tained from the ber element (OpenSees) and shell element (VecTor2) models of the reference
RC wall proves that the dynamic structural behaviour of the RC wall is well-predicted using
both models. Based on the numerical results presented in this chapter, the ber model using
OpenSees program is shown to simulate the numerical subassembly of the structure during
the hybrid tests with good accuracy.

Chapter 6
Hybrid Tests
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, three hybrid test setups, hybrid models, control algorithms and procedures,
and a new method to restart an interrupted hybrid test are explained.
6.2 TEST SETUPS
Three dierent test setups were designed and constructed during this research. The rst two
setups aimed to test the programmed control procedure, the communication process, and the
restart of interrupted hybrid tests, and the third test setup aimed at testing the RC shear wall
specimen. In the following subsections each test setup will be explained.
6.2.1 Test setup #1
Pretests aimed at verifying the written test algorithm and the control procedure. Test setup
#1 is illustrated in Figure 6.1. An horizontal actuator was used to impose displacement in the
horizontal degree of freedom and two vertical actuators were used to control the rotation. It
was planned to apply the gravity force through hydraulic jacks as it is shown in Figure 6.1.
The capacity of each of the three actuators used in this setup was 500 kN. The capacity of the
actuators was very high compared to the test specimen demand. The specimenwas a steel box
with 102mm×102mm×4.8mm cross section (see Figure 6.2). With this setup, after applying
a displacement and then trying to move back the control point to it’s original location, it was
observed that the force of each actuator was zero while the control point was far from the zero
location. The dierence was larger than the accepted precision. This problem came from the
fact that the exibility of the specimen was too large, therefore the strain energy in the test
specimen was not large enough to overcome to the friction forces inherent to the test setup.
To solve this problem, the steel section was doubled as shown in Figure 6.2b. The results of
the primary push over tests showed that doubling the section did not solve the problem. The
solution was to use smaller actuators and a stier specimen. Then the setup was redesigned
and reconstructed as explained in the next subsection.
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Figure 6.1: Test setup for pretest I.
Figure 6.2: Single and double steel box sections.
6.2.2 Test setup #2
In the second test setup, (see Figure 6.4), the capacity of the horizontal actuator was 200 kN
while capacity of each of the vertical actuators was 100 kN. The test specimen was the same
single box prole (see Figure 6.2a) that was used in the rst setup, but shorter length. Prelim-
inary tests showed that the system was functional and that the problem encountered during
the rst setup was solved. This test setup was designed to apply a constant "gravity" force
through four jacks using the same conguration planned to test the RC wall. When applying
large rotations, the tie on rods on the tensile side should be elongated and the opposite side
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should be shortened. Because the hydraulic jacks were locked at the end of the rods, the axial
rigidity of the rods aected the rigidity of the specimen and, consequently, increased the ro-
tational demand. It was therefore concluded that properly applying a constant gravity force
using hydraulic jacks like the arrangement shown in Figure 6.3 is not possible. The axial load
should rather be applied at the center of the specimen as shown in Figure 6.4. In the case of a
RC wall, the center of rotation is variable because of the ever changing position of the neutral
axis, thus, even applying the axial load at the center of the specimen, as shown in Figure 6.1,
is not possible. Finally, it was decided that the most ecient way to apply the axial load was
through vertical actuators at opposite ends of the test setup.
Figure 6.3: Test setup for pretest II; applying axial load using two pairs of hydraulic jacks.
6.2.3 RC wall hybrid test setup
The RC wall setup involved four actuators as illustrated in Figure 6.5. Two of the actuators
were employed to apply the horizontal displacement and two others were used to apply the
target rotation as well as to apply the vertical dead load. One of the horizontal actuators was
dened as master and controlled by displacement. The other one was dened to be the slave
of the master horizontal actuator, but controlled by force. Using the Master-Slave control by
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Figure 6.4: Test setup for pretest II; applying axial load using one pair of hydraulic jacks.
force in the horizontal direction prevented generating any out of plane torsional moment to
the specimen. The two vertical actuators were controlled in displacement independently.
6.3 HYBRID MODEL OF THE RCWALL
To perform hybrid test of the RC wall, the OpenSees [121] program was used to solve the
equation of motion of the numerical subassembly (ber elements) in terms of: displacements,
velocities, and accelerations at the center of gravity of the section. Because the nite elements
used are based on the Euler-Bernoulli’s assumption that plane sections remain plane after
deformation, the velocity in the horizontal and rotational degrees of the freedom are same
for all points of the section. However, in the longitudinal degree of freedom: displacement,
velocity, and acceleration can be dierent from one point to another. For an RC section, solving
the equations of motion using the characteristics at the center of gravity imposes a damping
force in the vertical direction on the specimen. This force does not exist in reality and may
lead to erroneous results. Figure 6.7 shows a cantilever element with a concentrated mass and
three degrees of freedom: two translational and one rotational.
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Figure 6.5: 3D view of the nal test setup for hybrid testing of the RC shear wall specimen.
Figure 6.6: Photo of the nal test setup.
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Figure 6.7: Two dimensional cantilever beam with three degrees of freedom.
The general form of the equation of motion is:
Mu¨(t) + Cu˙(t) + Ku(t) = F(t) (6.1)
in which F(t) is the external force, and M, C, and K are mass, damping, and stiness matrices
of the given structure, respectively. These matrices for the element shown in Figure 6.7 are:
M =

 0 0 00 m22 0
0 0 0

 ,K =

 k11 0 00 k22 k23
0 k32 k33

 (6.2)
and the Rayleigh damping matrix is:
C = αmM + βkK =


c11 0 0
0 c22 c23
0 c32 c33

 (6.3)
Considering that there is nomass in the vertical direction, by expanding the equation of motion
in the vertical direction one can obtain:
c11u˙1 + k11u1 = Py (6.4)
in which k11 is the axial stiness of the element and c11 is damping coecient (c11 = βkk11).
Py is the external gravity load that is constant. The left hand side of Equation 6.4 is variable
because the velocity and displacement are evaluated at the center of gravity. Using coordinates
(displacements, velocities, and accelerations) of the center of gravity instead of the center of
rotation induces ctitious displacement and velocity in vertical direction. To mitigate this
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problem, the axial rigidity of the physical specimenwas included in the numerical substructure
using a zero-length spring element. This assumption kept the axial rigidity of the wall constant
during the ground motion and yielded to a constant vertical displacement at the control point.
This constant vertical displacement is related to the center of rotation of the section that has a
variable position from one step to another. Using results of a sectional analysis that is explained
in coming subsections, the vertical displacement of the center of the gravity of the section was
determined at each step. By keeping the sum of the additional generated vertical forces in two
vertical actuators equal to zero at each step (same force with opposite directions), the vertical
displacement of the center of rotation was satised automatically.
To perform an hybrid test, Schellenberg [185] proposed the following procedure for hybrid
model:
1. Node coordinates, materials, geometry of cross sections, and nite elements describing
the numerical subassembly.
2. An experimental element that denes the physical subassembly to the nite element pro-
gram. Through denition of this element the relation between local coordinate system
of the element and global coordinate system of the structure is constructed.
3. An experimental setup, where there are some predened experimental setup congura-
tions in OpenFresco that can be used. When using these predened setups, OpenFresco
transforms the displacements from a system of local coordinate of the experimental ele-
ment in OpenSees to the actuators degrees of freedom in the laboratory. In other words,
OpenFresco calculates strokes of the given actuation system and sends the to the labora-
tory. But in this test we asked OpenFresco to send displacements in the local coordinate
system of the experimental element to a LabView program. Using a code implemented
in LabView, the displacement vector was transformed to the local coordinate system of
each actuator;
4. An experimental control that involves IP address and ports of the controller (TCP/IP
connection);
5. Some control points to dene commands (displacement vectors) and feed back (force
vectors) that are related to each controlled degree of freedom;
6. Experimental site to store data and dene communication methods for geographically
distributed hybrid tests (tests with two or more physical subassemblies located in dier-
ent laboratories).
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6.4 INTEGRATION ALGORITHM, TIME STEP, AND DAMPING
Generalized Alpha-OS direct integration scheme with numerical damping factor of 0.8 was
used during the hybrid tests. This integration method provides a combination of generalized-
alpha method and the operator splitting technique [185]. Because of this combination, this
integration scheme does not require iterative solutions. Between several available numerical
algorithms, this method was selected to be uses in the hybrid tests because of its non-iterative
nature. Schellenberg [185] implemented the generalized AlphaOS method in OpeenSees pro-
gram.
To reduce testing time, dierent time steps in range of 0.003 s to 0.01 swere used. To dene suit-
able time step, rst of all it was veriedwith the fully numerical models. It was programmed to
change the time steps in a way that do not aect the dynamic response. By comparing results
of the models with a predened time steps to be used in given times with the results of the
benchmark numerical model with constant time step of 0.003 s a suitable schemewas extracted
and same steps were dened to be used in the hybrid model too.
Rayleigh damping matrix was used in the hybrid model based on mass and initial stiness ma-
trices. A modal damping ratio of 2% of critical damping was assigned to the 1st and 3rd modes
of vibration in the hybrid model.
6.5 ARCHITECTURE OF THE CONTROL PROGRAM
A combination of OpenSees [122], OpenFresco [184], Labview [148], and FlexTest [137] pro-
grams was used to carry out the hybrid tests. OpenSees (version 2.5.0) nite element program
was used to model the numerical subassembly, OpenFresco (version 2.6.2) was employed for
communication between the numerical part and the control program, LabView handled the
control process and an internal data acquisition, and FlexTest was used to control the actu-
ators. Additionally, the StrainSmart [222] system was used as an extremal data acquisition
system to record measurements from 98 input channels including LVDTs, potentiometers, and
strain gauges. The LabView code scaled down the displacement commands received through
a TCP/IP connection from OpenFresco, calculated the vertical displacement of the center of
gravity of the top section of the wall, and translated the digital commands to an analogue
voltage using the FPGA (Field Programable Gate Array) gates available on the National Instru-
ment PXIe machine. The FlexTest control program was reading the voltage from the FPGA
gates continuously to impose the updated commands to each actuator. While applying the dis-
placements to the specimen, the LabView code was updating the force and real position of the
control point in real time. At the end of displacement application and error correction of each
step, as the operator saw that the force are constant and does not uctuate, he commanded the
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LabView to send back the restored force to the nite element model using TCP/IP connection.
Figure 6.8 shows the architecture of the control and communication procedure in between two
subassemblies.
Figure 6.8: Architecture of the communication and control procedure.
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6.6 CONTROLLING HORIZONTAL AND ROTATIONAL DOFS
The control point of the test specimen is located half way along the length of the wall, just
below the slab. The potentiometers H7, H8, and H9, as shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, are
placed in order to control the horizontal displacement and rotation at the control point. The
horizontal displacement was measured at the wall middle top by taking the average displace-
ment of two potentiometers mounted on each side of the wall, the potentiometers H7 and H8,
(Equation 6.5).
δx =
δH7 + δH8
2
(6.5)
in which δx is the horizontal displacement at the control point, and δH7 and δH8 are the mea-
surements of the potentiometers H7 and H8, respectively.
The rotation was controlled using two dierent measurement points that are located 2300mm
apart of each other, δx and the potentiometer H9 as presented in Equation 6.6.
θ =
δH9 − δx
2300
(6.6)
where θ is the measured rotation at the control point in radian, and δH9 is the measurement of
the potentiometer H9.
6.7 CONTROL PROCEDURE
At each step of the test, the numerical subassembly sends a target displacement vector cor-
responding to horizontal displacement and rotation of the control point of the test specimen.
Because the test was controlled by displacement, there were three unknowns at each step, one
for controlling the horizontal actuators and two for the vertical actuators that should be dened
to put the control point in the desired coordinate. Considering that the position of the neutral
axis of the RC section at the interface was variable, the two vertical actuators should generate
dierent displacements (in magnitude) to apply the target rotation around correct center of
rotation. Consequently, to dene the three unknowns, one additional equation was required.
This equation was taken from a sectional analysis of the physical specimen with the presence
of the gravity loads. Using the MNPhi program [162], a logarithmic best-t curve equation was
estimated from the section’s curvature and depth of the compressive area (diagram presented
at Fig. 6.9). Using Equation 6.7, the distance of the center of rotation frommiddle of the section
was calculated. In Equation 6.7, the rotation of the control section was used as the represen-
tative of the section’s curvature. This equation provides a vertical displacement at the middle
of the section. Consequently, the three unknowns were dened using these three information
at each time step and applied to the specimen.
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Figure 6.9: Section deformation considering Euler-Bernoulli assumptions.
c = −198 ln(φ)− 790
x =
L
2
− c
∆y = x× ϕ
(6.7)
As shown in Figure 6.10, the tted logarithmic curve can predict the position of the center of
rotation of the RC section well.
The numerical and the physical subassemblies were communicating through a TCP/IP con-
nection during the hybrid tests. Displacement commands coming from the numerical model
were scaled down using the scaling factor while the feedback force vector was scaled up as
illustrated in Figure 6.11. The corresponding scaling coecient for each quantity was dened
using the procedure 1 described in Kumar et al. [94] as presented in Table 4.4 . At the start
of an hybrid test, 3% axial load (0.03f ′cAg) was applied using the two vertical servo-valve ac-
tuators (120 kN per each). The applied axial loads were already corrected to account for the
self-weight of the specimen, loading devices, and the steel beam. After applying the axial load,
this load was kept constant during the whole test. At each step the following procedure was
followed to impose the displacement and rotation commands at the control point:
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Figure 6.10: Compressive area depth and section curvature, MNPHi [162].
1. receive the horizontal displacement and rotation commands at the control point from
the numerical substructure;
2. calculate an initial value for vertical displacement of the center of gravity using Equa-
tion 6.7;
3. transfer the displacements at the control point to the local coordinate system of the
actuators (calculating the stroke of each actuator);
4. apply the displacements with each actuator using a suitable displacement rate; while
applying the calculated displacement with each actuator, an external measurement sys-
tem was calculating the new location of the control point and determining the dierence
between desired and current location of the control point (error calculation);
5. as the actuation system applied all calculated displacements, the error between the de-
sired and the real location (horizontal displacement and rotation) was checked and an
additional corrective displacement was imposed to each actuator if required;
6. the dierence between the force of two vertical actuators was checked at each step. The
measured force should be the same but in opposite direction. If required, the two vertical
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Figure 6.11: Scaling procedure during the test. Indexes "e" and "n" stand for the Experimental
and the Numerical subassemblies, respectively.
actuators were moved in the same direction to balance the force;
7. when the required precisionwas achieved, the force vectorwas fed back to the numerical
part and the test was continued (back to step 1).
6.7.1 PID controller
The FlexTest [137] program was used to control hydraulic actuators using an internal PID
controlling method. A PID controller compares the real position (or force) with the command
displacement (or force). Continuously monitoring and correcting the error so that the applied
displacement (or force) is as close to the command as possible. A PID controller involves three
dierent error modication terms [152]: a Proportional term; an Integral term; and aDerivative
term.
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ut+1 = Kpe(t) +Ki
t∫
0
e(τ)dτ +Kd
d(e(t))
d(t)
(6.8)
in which Kp, Ki, Kd, are proportional, integral, and derivative gains, respectively. A PID
controller is a real-time control system that can move actuators continuously to eliminate
overshooting and undershooting errors during a test to impose the desiredmotions. Figure 6.12
illustrates a PID controller with a simple diagram. Each gain is responsible of eliminating a
specic kind of error. A well tuned PID controller, choosing suitable gain factors, results in
a stable control with minimal errors. The principals of the PID gain tuning are explained by
Ogata [152].
Figure 6.12: PID controller terms.
6.8 RESTART OF AN INTERRUPTED NONLINEAR HYBRID TEST
An hybrid test can be interrupted intentionally for dierent practical reasons, or unintention-
ally due to hardware or software problems for instance. Because hybrid tests are very sensitive
to experimental feed back errors, restarting a stopped hybrid test should be carefully planned
and executed. Restoration of an hybrid test involve reverting the numerical substructure to
the state where the test was terminated. The coordinates of the specimen at the point of inter-
ruption, and the history of material behaviour in the numerical subassembly from the start of
the test until the interruption must be preserved. Terzic and Stojadinovic [205] have proposed
a concept, called "shadow specimen", to restore an interrupted test. This procedure includes
developing shadow numerical models representative of the physical subassembly and, if nec-
essary, the test setup, including the servo-hydraulic actuation systems [205]. The shadow
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numerical model should generate a structural behaviour as close as possible to the physical
subassembly prior to the interruption point. Depending on the interruption point (the level
of nonlinearity that the test specimen has developed) creating a shadow model, specially for
complex structural elements including RC shear walls, can be dicult and time consuming,
or even impossible. In this regard, a new approach to easily restore an interrupted hybrid
simulation without using any new numerical model is presented in the following subsection.
6.8.1 Restoration using recorded data
At each step of a hybrid simulation, all displacements and restored forces are recorded by "in-
ternal data acquisition" in the second block of test architecture shown in Figure 6.8. In the case
of an interruption, the hybrid simulation should be restarted by applying the accelerogram, or
any other type of loading, from scratch using the following procedure:
1. move the whole servo-actuation systems of the setup to initial zero displacement. The
actuators should move back very slowly and carefully to avoid damaging of the speci-
men.
2. restart the hybrid simulation process from the beginning.
3. compare the analysis time (or step) of the restoring simulation with the analysis time (or
step) of the interrupted test.
4. if the time (or step) is less than the interruption time (or step), do not load the specimen
and feed back the corresponding vectors by reading the already recorded data during
interrupted real test.
5. if the time (or step) is greater than the interruption time (or step), load the specimen and
feed back the restored force.
The owchart presented in Figure 6.13 shows architecture of a hybrid test involving a restora-
tion part. It is proposed to restore a few steps, two or three, before the interruption point and
repeat the last few steps of the interrupted test by loading the specimen in the last few steps
of the restoring process.
6.8.2 Intentionally Interruption and Restoration
During this research, the hybrid test was interrupted intentionally twice. The required opera-
tion time to apply the whole GM1 excitation was 16 hours. At 9 pm of the rst test day, the test
was stopped and the actuators’ strokes were brought back to the initial zero situation using
a control program. The next morning, the numerical program was run from the beginning of
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Figure 6.13: Communication and control procedure of hybrid test with restoring an interrup-
tion.
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the earthquake, but until two steps before the interruption point without loading the physical
subassembly, the control program read the previous test data from a le that was recorded dur-
ing the rst part of the test and fed back the corresponding line of the recorded le, involving
the corresponding restored force vector and measured displacements of the control point. This
procedure was continued until the numerical part reached the two steps before the interrupted
step. At this point, the control program applied the displacement on the physical subassembly
and continued the hybrid test normally. At the end of the GM1, the test was stopped again to
analyze the data and investigate the structural response. The same restoration process was re-
peated before imposing the GM2 ground motion. First the whole duration of the GM1 ground
motion was restored through using the previous test data, and the GM2 test was then initiated.

Chapter 7
Test Results and Discussion
7.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter rst addresses the experimental behaviour of the physical subassembly. Measure-
ments from the strain gauges are analyzed to present the general condition of the reinforce-
ments, yielding locations, and the yielding occurrences in times. Crack patterns are illustrated
and the width of cracks are given when necessary. Along the height of the specimen, the dis-
placement is decomposed into: shear, exure, base sliding, and the eect of the rotation of the
wall base sliding zone. The standard equations to predict the shear capacity used for the de-
sign of the tested RCwall are explained. Shear and moment amplication factors are presented
and compared with previous numerical studies. The experimental shear amplication factor
is compared with the amplication factor calculated according to the CSA standard to account
for the inelastic eects of higher modes. The damages to the wall are explained. The hybrid
test errors and their sources are also explained. The push-over test carried out after the hy-
brid tests is presented. The Hysteretic behaviour of the wall is presented and the displacement
ductility levels are investigated.
7.2 EXPERIMENTAL STIFFNESS
Before carrying out the hybrid tests, some pre-tests on the RC wall specimen were performed
in order to estimate the experimental stiness matrix. The degrees of freedom of the test spec-
imen were named as shown in Figure 6.7. The stiness tests were conducted for each of the
three degrees of freedom separately. In order to evaluate the axial stiness of the specimen,
the two horizontal actuators were programmed to keep zero force while the two vertical ac-
tuators were moved in the same direction (downward) by small increments. To dene the
lateral stiness of the specimen, the vertical actuators programmed to keep zero displacement
while small horizontal displacements applied cyclically using the horizontal actuators. In this
case, the force in the horizontal actuators was used to calculate the lateral stiness, and the
force measured in the vertical actuators was used to calculate the corresponding o diagonal
element of the stiness matrix. A similar process was followed to evaluate the stiness cor-
responding to the rotational degree of freedom. In order to avoid damaging of the specimen
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during the stiness tests, very small rotations were applied through the vertical actuators while
horizontal actuators were programmed to stay still. Results showed that because of the very
small rotations that were within the noise level of the data acquisition system, the resultant
rotational stiness was varying from one test to the next. This was caused by poor control
accuracy in the case of very small rotations (θ < 0.0004 rad). The ratio of the measured exper-
imental lateral stiness (k22) to the estimated numerical stiness was almost 0.8, thus it was
decided to use the same ratio for the rotational degree of freedom as well. Therefore the full
experimental stiness matrix was dened as:
Kspecimen =

 5245 0 00 3380 −3.73× 106
0 −3.73× 106 5.46e× 109


To use this stiness matrix as the initial stiness matrix of the experimental element inside
the numerical subassembly, the experimental matrix was scaled up for the reference RC wall
through multiplying by the scaling factors presented in Table 7.1 [94] (see Table 4.4).
Table 7.1: Scale up factors for the experimental stiness.
Stiness Matrix element Dimension Unit Scale factor
Axial K11 MT−2 kN/mm Sc
Lateral K22 MT−2 kN/mm Sc
Rotational K33 ML2T−2 kN.mm/rad Sc3
O-diagonal K23 andK32 MLT−2 kN/rad, kN.mm/mm Sc2
In Table 7.1 L, M, and T stand for the length, mass, and time, respectively. The Sc factor is
the inverse of the dimensional scaling factor and is equal to 2.75 in this study. Using Table 7.1,
the corresponding initial experimentalmatrix for the rst storey of the reference RC shear wall
is:
Kref =


14425 0 0
0 9295 −2.82× 107
0 −2.82× 107 1.136× 1011


This initial stiness matrix was used in the numerical subassembly to construct the stiness
proportional part of the damping matrix. It should be noted that the axial stiness of the wall
was represented through a zero-length spring element as explained in Chapter 6.
7.3 GROUND MOTIONS
The same ground motions used in the numerical study (see Figure 5.14) were used to conduct
the hybrid tests. As explained in Chapter 6, the GM0 excitation with PGA of 0.096g is a seismic
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event with 40% probability of exceedance in 50 years. The GM1 ground excitation is a design
level earthquake with 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years with PGA of 0.66g, and the
GM2 excitation is an amplied ground motion with 1.32g in PGA. In the following subsections,
response of the hybrid model under each ground motion is explained.
7.4 STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
Three successive hybrid tests were performed using the GM0, GM1, and GM2 ground motions.
The responses and ground acceleration time histories are presented successively in Figures 7.1
and 7.2. The seismic response of the reference RC wall in terms of base shear and exural
moment demands during the three successive ground motions are presented in Figure 7.2. It
should be noted that after applying the GM0 excitation, the test specimen was moved to the
initial zero condition and thereafter the GM1 excitation was applied. In other words, the GM0
excitation was not restored before starting the GM1 groundmotion. In the coming subsections,
a closed up view of the RC wall responses against each excitation is shown and the experimen-
tal errors are explained.
7.4.1 GM0 seismic excitation
The responses of the RC wall to the low seismic excitation GM0 was within the linear elas-
tic range of the materials. The maximum horizontal displacement at the rst storey level
(top of the specimen) due to this accelerogram was 1.0mm with a corresponding rotation
of 0.00043 rad. The peak rotation was 0.0005 rad simultaneous with a 0.85mm horizon-
tal displacement. Visual inspections of the specimen before, during, and after applying the
GM0 excitation only revealed very few hairline cracks at the extremities of the base of the
wall along the length of the wall. The maximum tensile and compressive strains measured
by the strain gauges that occurred in the vertical reinforcements were 0.00085mm/mm and
−0.00051mm/mm, respectively. In the horizontal bars, the measured maximum tensile and
compressive strains were 0.00021mm/mm and−0.000051mm/mm, respectively. The names
and locations of the internal instruments installed on the vertical and horizontal reinforcing
steels can be found in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively.
It should be noted that as the ground accelerations of the GM0 excitation were very small,
especially at beginning of the accelerogram, the rst second of this accelerogram was ignored
during the test. As shown in Figure 7.3, control of the rotational degree of freedom under the
GM0 excitation was relatively poor. It is because of the fact that displacement and rotation
demands during the excitation GM0 were very small.
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Figure 7.1: Time histories: a) command and measured horizontal displacement at the control
point; b) command rotation and measured rotation at the control point; c) applied successive
ground motions: GM0 (5 s), GM1 (16 s), and GM2 (5 s);
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Figure 7.2: Time histories of the reference wall responses: a) experimental base shear force
demand; b) experimental exural moment demand; c) seismic excitations.
Because of the low intensity of the excitation, the RC wall responded with very small dis-
placements and rotations at the control point. The base shear and exural moment demands
of the reference RC wall under the GM0 excitation are illustrated in Figure 7.4. The maximum
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base shear and exural moment demands of the reference RC wall under this seismic excita-
tion were 1715 kN and 12480 kN.m, respectively. The two maximum demands took place 0.75 s
apart of each other.
7.4.2 GM1 seismic excitation
The purpose of the design level excitation was to reveal the highermode eects, investigate the
nonlinear structural behaviour and interaction between the shear force and the exural mo-
ment. Under the design level excitation GM1, the specimen exhibited major cracking, due to
both exure and shear, all over the height of the specimen. Structural response of the specimen
and force demands of the reference RC wall under the GM1 excitation are shown in Figures 7.5
and 7.6. The maximum shear force and exural moment demands of the test specimen under
the GM1 excitation were 765 kN and 1525 kN.m (equivalent with 5800 kN and 31750 kN.m in
reference RC wall), respectively.
At the same time the horizontal exural cracks were developing, the diagonal shear cracks
were also developing mainly in the web of the RC wall. The rst exural crack developed at
time 2.172 s from start point of the GM1.
At time 2.172 s, the shear force was −137 kN and the exural moment was −681 kN.m at
the base. Flexural crack patterns also developed at the bottom of the specimen and started to
spread out all over the height of the specimen as the test progressed. Figure 7.7 shows the
location of the rst long horizontal crack. In all pictures and images of the RC wall presented
hereafter, the south face of the specimen is illustrated. The left hand side is west and the right
hand side is east of the specimen.
After the formation of long andwide horizontal cracks, yielding of the reinforcement occurred.
Figure 7.8 shows the crack pattern at the time of rst yielding in exural reinforcements that
occurred at time t = 2.697 s from the starting point of the GM1 excitation. The rst yielding
location is very close to the base of the specimen on the east corner under a 823 kN.m base
exural moment accompanied by a 203 kN base shear demand. The yielding moment of the
section predicted by MNPhi sectional analysis program [162] is about 1000 kN.m in the case of
pure bending. The yielding took place at t = 3.53 s in the opposite side of the wall. The cor-
responding lateral displacement and rotation were -5.24mm and -0.00193 rad corresponding
a -475 kN shear force demand and a -944 kN.m exural moment at the base. Considering the
results of the coupon tests on the reinforcement, the yield strain obtained is 0.0022mm/mm.
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Figure 7.3: Time histories: a) command and measured horizontal displacement under the GM0
excitation; b) command rotation and measured rotation under the GM0 excitation; c) GM0
excitation.
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Figure 7.4: Time histories: a) Base shear force demand of the reference RC wall under the GM0
excitation; b) Base exural moment of the reference RC wall under the GM0 excitation; c) GM0
excitation.
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Figure 7.5: Time histories: a) command and measured horizontal displacement under the GM1
excitation; b) command rotation and measured rotation under the GM1 excitation; c) GM1
excitation.
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Figure 7.6: Time histories: a) Base shear force demand of the reference RC wall under the GM1
excitation; b) Base exural moment of the reference RC wall under the GM1 excitation; c) GM1
excitation.
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Figure 7.7: Developing rst exural crack (t = 2.172 s) under the GM1 excitation.
Figure 7.8: Crack pattern right after the occurrence of the rst yielding in the vertical rein-
forcements (photo time: t = 2.697 s).
Figure 7.9 illustrates the crack pattern at the time of developing rst diagonal crack (t =
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3.489 s). The corresponding shear force and exural moment at the time of developing rst
diagonal crack were 316 kN and -562 kN.m, respectively.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the crack pattern corresponding to the rst yield measurement in the
horizontal reinforcements. The corresponding measured horizontal displacement and the ro-
tation at the control point are 2.62mm and 0.00128 rad, respectively.
In terms of diagonal cracking, the rst crack developed at a near 45◦ angle at time t = 3.489 s.
The corresponding shear force and exural moment were −317 kN and −563 kN.m, respec-
tively. At this time, the lateral displacement and the rotation at the control point of the speci-
men was −2.5mm and −0.000749 rad.
Measurements in the 26 strain gauges installed on the longitudinal reinforcements showed
yielding at 23 points.
After the GM1 excitation, slight concrete cover spalling was observed at the extremities of
the RC wall. The maximum horizontal displacement at the top of the specimen was 31.8mm,
and the rotation corresponding to this displacement was 0.0144 rad. The maximum rotation
was 0.0145 rad, corresponding to a 31.5mm horizontal displacement. The peak horizontal dis-
placements and rotations occurred only 0.039 seconds apart. The response time histories show
a noticeable period elongation after major yielding excursions in the longitudinal exural re-
inforcement. Figure 7.11 shows all yielding measurements in the vertical bars due to the GM1
seismic excitation. As depicted in Figure 7.11, yielding of the vertical reinforcements has spread
past of the theoretical plastic hinge length (ℓw/2). This observation appears to contradict the
recommendation of the CSA standard that the plastic hinge length, lp , is about half of the wall
length. Measurement show that non-yielded gauges, V10, V14, and V18, have experienced a
strain very close to the yielding limit. The maximum strains developed in the V10, V14, and
V18 strain gauges were 0.00197mm/mm, 0.00207mm/mm, and 0.0021 mm/mm. The maximum
strain recorded by V01 and V28 strain gauges, installed 200mm below the top surface of the
foundation on the two outer vertical bars was 0.0013mm/mm. In all strain gauges the yielding
always took place under tensile stresses in the vertical reinforcements.
The strain gauges installed on the horizontal reinforcements that yielded during the GM1 ex-
citation are illustrated in Figure 7.12. Measurements showed yielding of horizontal reinforce-
ments in four strain gauges out of 21 installed on the horizontal reinforcements as depicted
in Figure 7.12. The rst occurrence of yielding in the horizontal reinforcements due to shear
forces was measured after t = 4.098 s.
The crack pattern at the end of the design level excitation, GM1, is shown in Figure 7.13. The
structural integrity of the specimen after the design level earthquake is maintained and the RC
wall is still capable of carrying out the gravity loads.
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Figure 7.9: Crack pattern a the time of developing the rst diagonal crack (t = 3.489 s) under
the GM1 excitation.
Figure 7.10: Crack pattern after the rst yielding occurred in the horizontal reinforcements
(t = 4.098 s).
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Figure 7.11: Yielding pattern measured in longitudinal under the GM1 excitation.
Figure 7.12: Yielding pattern measured in horizontal bars under the GM1 excitation.
Prior to this excitation, as shown in Figure 7.13, the diagonal and exural cracks were well
distributed all over the wall height indicating that the boundary elements were distributing the
forces very well along the wall. The inspection after the excitation did not reveal any buckling
in the outer exural reinforcing steels.
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Figure 7.13: Crack pattern at the end of GM1 excitation.
7.4.3 GM2 seismic excitation
The purpose of the amplied ground motion was to investigate the maximum shear force ca-
pacity of the RC wall. During the GM2 excitation, the specimen exhibited a 22.4mmmaximum
horizontal displacement and a corresponding 0.0034 rad rotation. The maximum rotation was
0.0055 rad corresponding to a 16.8mm horizontal displacement. The time interval between the
two peak points, i.e., the maximum displacement and maximum rotation, was 0.264 s and they
took place in the opposite directions. The responses of the test specimen due to the severe
seismic excitation, are shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15. After applying the GM2 excitation, a
relatively few new cracks developed, and opening of the existing cracks, especially diagonal
shear cracks, increased signicantly.
Two of the three non-yielded strain gauges on the vertical reinforcements under the GM1 ex-
citation, yielded due to the GM2 excitation. Only one strain gauge did not pass the supposed
yielding limit. More yielding measurements were observed in the horizontal reinforcing steels.
Out of 21 strain gauges location measurements taken on the horizontal reinforcements, seven
strain gauges did not show yielding. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 illustrate all yielding locations’ in
the vertical and horizontal reinforcements, respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Time histories: a) command and measured horizontal displacement under the
GM2 excitation; b) command rotation and measured rotation under the GM2 excitation; c)
GM2 excitation.
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Figure 7.15: Time histories: a) Base shear force demand of the reference RC wall under the
GM2 excitation; b) Base exural moment of the reference RC wall under the GM2 excitation;
c) GM2 excitation.
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Figure 7.16: Yielding pattern measured in longitudinal bars under the GM2 excitation.
Figure 7.17: Yielding pattern measured in horizontal bars under the GM2 excitation.
Because most of the vertical bars already yielded prior to the GM2 excitation and cracks
developed all over the wall height, period elongations can be clearly seen in the responses un-
der GM2. The maximum shear demand under this excitation was -1020 kN corresponding to
-1238 kN.m exural moment demand at the base of the RC wall specimen. In spite of the ex-
treme shear force demand, after the amplied excitation the integrity of the RC wall remained
without any important lost of concrete and buckling of the outer vertical reinforcements.
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7.5 PREDICTIONS OF SHEAR FORCE CAPACITY
The peak shear strength observed during the hybrid testing was 1020 kN under the amplied
seismic excitation, GM2. By taking into account the scale factor, the corresponding peak shear
force for the full scale wall is 7715 kN. The maximum nominal and factored shear strength
were calculated using code equations in CSA A23.3-14 [46] (chapters 11 and 21). The calculated
nominal and factored peak shear strengths of the reference RCwall were 4230 kN and 3400 kN,
respectively. Code equations proposed by the ACI 2011 [1] standard and the New Zealand
Concrete Structures Standard (NZS3101) [151] predicted almost the same shear strength for the
referencewall. However, using amethod named "detailedmethod" proposed byNZS3101 [151],
the nominal and factored shear resistance of the reference wall were 8100 kN and 6080 kN,
respectively. It seems that the CSA standard is more conservative in calculating the shear
resistance of ductile RC shear walls, while the detailed method of the NSZ3101 2006 predicts
a nominal shear resistance in agreement with the test results. A numerical model was created
in the Response2000 [17] software to evaluate the shear force capacity of the RC wall. This
model yielded a 850 kN nominal shear strength corresponding to a 6400 kN resistance for the
reference RC wall.
7.6 HIGHER MODE EFFECTS
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 present the maximum response values measured during each of the three
hybrid tests, and dynamic amplication factors, respectively. The table contains the maximum
exural demands (with its corresponding shear force) and vice versa. Based on the test re-
sults, shear force demands of the reference wall are signicantly higher than the design shear
forces. These higher demands are mainly attributed to the higher mode eects on the dynamic
behaviour of the RC shear walls.
Table 7.2: Design forces and experimental demands.
Maximum moment Maximum shear force
Moment (kN.m) Shear (kN) Moment (kN.m) Shear (kN)
Capacity design 21000 2560
Design earthquake 32000 3725 22560 5500
Amplied earthquake 26160 7160 25725 7715
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Table 7.3: Dynamic amplication factors.
Shear force Flexural moment
Amplication (GM1) 2.15 1.52
Amplication (GM2) 3.01 1.26
The design exural moment and shear force at the base of the wall calculated according to
the capacity design method proposed in CSAA23-14 [46] are 21000 kN.m and 2560 kN for the
reference RC shear wall, respectively. Recall that the fundamental period of the RC wall is 1.2 s
and the exural overstrength factor at the base of the RC wall is 1.53. The experimental exu-
ral moment and shear force demands at the base of the wall under the design level earthquake
were 32000 kN.m and 5500 kN, respectively. Dynamic amplication factors corresponding to
the exural moment and shear demands measured during the GM1 ground motion, are 1.53
and 2.16, respectively, as presented in Table 7.3. The shear amplication factor to account for
inelastic eects of higher modes presented in the CSAA23.3-14 [46] for the current shear wall
is 1.5. It seems that the CSA standard considerably underestimates inelastic eects of higher
modes. In the case of the very strong GM2 ground motion, the dynamic shear amplication
due to the eect of higher modes increased to 3.01, while the maximum exural moment ob-
served was less than the one obtained during the design level ground motion test (GM1). The
dynamic shear amplication factors measured during the hybrid tests are reported on the shear
amplication function presented in Figure 7.18 [9]. Ambroise et al. studied a wide variety of
shear walls with dierent fundamental periods with overstrength factors of 1.3, 2, and 3. They
proposed to use a linear interpolation for any other given overstrength factors within the 1.3
to 3 range. The dynamic amplication factors of the base shear force were interpolated as
shown in Figure 7.18 for the overstrength factor of 1.5. The dynamic shear amplication factor
under the GM1 design level earthquake is marked by a red circle and the one under the GM2
is marked by a red square on the gure.
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Figure 7.18: Test results versus the predicted maximum dynamic shear amplication factor at
the base of RC walls, based on fundamental period and overstrength factor [9].
When higher modes govern the response of the wall, the moments at the top and bottom
of the rst storey bend the sections in opposite directions (double curvature). The fact that the
end moments at the top and at the base of the wall are out of phase (opposite signs) when the
peak shear demand is reached is an indicator that higher modes of vibration are at work. This
is clearly depicted graphically in Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.19: Time histories of exural moment at the base and rst oor level of the reference RC wall.
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Figure 7.20 displays the displacement at each storey of the reference RC wall when the
maximum shear demand, the maximum horizontal displacement at top of the experimental
specimen, and the maximum horizontal displacement at the roof level of the reference RC wall
are reached. From Figure 7.20, it is clear that at the time the maximum shear force demand
is reached, the 2nd mode of vibration dominates the structural behaviour. When the maxi-
mum lateral displacement is reached at the top level of the wall, the rst mode of vibration is
governing the response as expected.
Figure 7.20: Deformation modes of the reference RCwall corresponding to maximum displace-
ment demands due to the GM1 excitation.
The test results showed that the maximum shear force demand occurred in four dierent
peak points during two successive cycles under the GM1 seismic excitation. The shear force
demands in these four consecutive peak points were 708.02 kN (t=3.579 s), -770.5 kN ( t=3.876 s),
726 kN (t=4.116 s), and -720 kN (t=4.404 s). Figure 7.21 shows the deformation modes of the
reference RC shear wall at the aforementioned times. At all four points, the higher modes
govern the response of the RC wall structure.
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Figure 7.21: Deformation modes of the reference RC wall corresponding to four maximum
shear demand points under the GM1 excitation.
Despite a high shear demand and considerable yielding of the horizontal reinforcement,
no shear failure was observed under the design level earthquake (GM1). The maximum shear
force and maximum exural moment demands occurred at dierent times. It should be noted
that at time t=4.116 s the 726 kN shear force demand (5% less than the peak shear force) was
accompanied with a base exural moment equal to 1382 kN.m (10% less than the peak exural
moment).
Under the amplied seismic excitation GM2, the maximum demands occurred almost simulta-
neously and no shear failure was observed. Based on the test results under the GM1 and GM2
excitations, it seems that the CSA standard is conservative in calculating the shear capacity of
the RC walls.
It is of interest to note that during the 16 s long ground motion (GM1), higher modes (primarily
the second mode) governed the response during at least two cycles. A long-duration ground
motion could have imposed much more "shear amplied" cycles. For the sake of comparison,
the Chile 2010 earthquake had a magnitude of 8.8 on the moment magnitude scale [219], with
intense shaking lasting for about three minutes. This is a good example of a very long and
strong ground motion. Such a long and intense seismic event would be capable of inducing a
large number of inelastic deformation reversals, thus creating several peak points with a high
shear force demand. Such repetitive high shear force peak demands could lead to a brittle shear
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failure. This is important for Canadian structures because the literature indicates that earth-
quakes generated by the Cascadia fault line located west of the Vancouver Island, generally
produce high intensity long-duration ground motions [211].
7.6.1 Moment envelope
Figure 7.22 shows exural moment demand envelope along the height of the wall specimen
measured during the three hybrid tests. Because of the higher mode eects, the shear force
and exural moment demands are not always in phase, therefore, the exural moment enve-
lope reduces from base toward the middle of the wall and again increases toward the top of
the specimen.
Figure 7.22: Positive and negative exural moment demand in the experimental subassembly.
No strain gauges were installed on the vertical reinforcements inside the top one-third of
the height of the specimen. Therefore no information about the yielding of the reinforcements
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are available in that region. Despite that fact, based on the envelope of the exural moment
along the wall specimen, there is a high possibility that yielding of the vertical reinforcements
took place along the full height of the specimen.
7.7 DECOMPOSITION OF THE DEFORMATIONMECHANISMS
In order to compare eect of dierent deformation mechanisms on the total displacement of
the RC wall, the displacement of the specimen was decomposed into four deformation mech-
anisms:
UT = Ubs + Ubszr + Ush + Uflex (7.1)
where UT is the total lateral displacement at a given point; Ubs is the rigid motion due to the
sliding; Ubszr denotes the displacement due to the rotation in the base sliding zone; Ush is the
displacement due to the shear deformations; and Uflex stands for the exural deformations.
The foundation sliding may occur if the whole specimen is not anchored tightly to the rigid
base. As explained in Chapter 4, the foundation of the RC wall specimen was constructed on
the rigid oor of the structural laboratory of Université de Sherbrooke. The foundation was
fastened to the rigid oor of the laboratory using 6 high strengthM30 bars with a nominal yield
stress of 1020MPa, and 4 mid-strength bars with a nominal yield stress of 800MPa. All these
barswere pretensioned at 70% percent of their capacity. The total pretension forcewas 5000 kN.
Table 7.4 presents the maximum recorded sliding of the whole specimen under imposing of the
three dierent excitations. Positive sign stands for pushing of the horizontal actuators (stroke
elongation toward west), and negative sign corresponds to pulling by the horizontal actuators
(stroke shortening toward east).
Table 7.4: Maximummeasured foundation sliding under
the seismic excitations.
Excitation Positive sliding (mm) Negative sliding (mm)
GM0 — -0.015
GM1 +0.025 -0.025
GM2 +0.025 -0.035
In Table 7.4, the maximum sliding of the foundation occurred under the most severe exci-
tation (GM2). The maximum foundation sliding under the GM1 excitation was less than 0.1%
of the maximum displacement and under the GM2 excitation was less than 0.15% of the max-
imum displacement. Figure 7.23 shows the time history of sliding of the foundation during
three hybrid tests. Because the sliding of the foundation is very small in comparison with the
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displacement demand of the specimen under the seismic excitations, the eect of the founda-
tion sliding was ignored in the analysis of the test results.
Figure 7.23: History of foundation sliding.
7.7.1 Wall base sliding zone
Wall base sliding zone, segment I, is a region with 75mm in height above the top surface of the
foundation. In the base segment a portion of the displacement comes from the base sliding and
another portion comes from the eect of the rotation in that zone. The rotation mechanism at
the base sliding zone can cause important displacements at upper levels of RCwalls. Figure 7.24
shows the time history of the sliding at the base of the RC wall. The sliding at the base of the
wall is equal to the average of the measurements of the LVDTs L3 and L11. The base sliding
was greater in the negative side (horizontal actuators pulling) comparingwith the positive side
(horizontal actuators pushing).
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Figure 7.24: Sliding in the base sliding zone of the wall (segment I).
Based on Figure 7.24, the sliding mechanism was more sever under the GM2 excitation
rather than the GM1 excitation. It is because of the fact that during GM1 excitation all the
vertical reinforcements yielded and the lateral stiness of the wall was very low. An horizon-
tal crack also developed along the base construction joint that reduced friction between the
concrete of the wall and the foundation. Consequently, the RC wall experienced more sliding
during the GM2 excitation.
To calculate displacement due to the rotation of the base sliding zone, the average vertical
displacement of the two LVDTs L4 and L6 on the east edge (de) and the average vertical dis-
placement of the two LVDTs L5 and L7 on the west edge (dw) of the wall were computed. The
rotation of the segment I was computed using Equation 7.2.
θs =
de − dw
l
(7.2)
where l is the horizontal distance between east side and west side vertical instruments. The
following equation was used to calculate the displacement contribution due to the rotation.
Us = αhθ (7.3)
where α is the relative distance from the top of the sliding zone layer to the centroid of rotation
of the zone. α was assumed to be equal to 0.6 as recommended by Massone and Wallace [117],
and h is the height of the segment I. Figure 7.25 shows the time history of the rotation in the
wall base sliding zone during the seismic excitations.
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Figure 7.25: Rotation history in the wall base sliding zone (segment I).
In Figure 7.25, the rotation at the wall base sliding zone under the GM1 excitation is greater
than that of the GM2 ground motion. Because both the lateral displacements and the rotation
demands under the GM1 excitation were larger than the demands under the GM2 excitation,
the corresponding rotation in the base sliding zone was higher as well.
7.7.2 Displacement contributions at top of the segment III
Because of the lack of instrumentation in the top one-third of the wall height, segment IV,
decomposition of displacement at top of the specimen may end up in a big error. Therefore,
displacement components are investigated at top of the segment III.
At the top of the segment III, the displacements are a contribution of the six dierent deforma-
tion sources: 1) base sliding; 2) the rotation of the segment I; 3) the rotation of the segment II;
4) shear deformations of the segment II; 5) the exural deformations in the segment III, and 6)
the shear deformations in the segment III. At top of the segment III, a horizontal potentiometer,
H6 (see Figures 4.16 and 4.17), was installed to measure the total displacements of the RC wall
at that level. To calculate the displacement at the top of segment III due to the rotation at the
base sliding zone of the wall, a modied form of Equation 7.3 was used:
Us2bszr = (1370 + 75α)θbsz (7.4)
in which 1370 + 75α denotes the distance between the centroid of rotation of the base sliding
zone to top of the segment III.
To calculate exural and shear deformations inside the segments II and III, the method pro-
posed byMassone andWallace [117] was used. Massone andWallacemodeled an instrumented
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segment of a shearwall as shown in Figure 7.26 and proposed Equation 7.5 to calculate the total
shear (Ush) and exural (Uf ) deformations Utotal in a given segment.
Δ Δ
Figure 7.26: Displacement decomposition, adapted from Massone and Wallace [117].
Utotal = Ush + Uf =
√
Dmrsd1
2 − (h+∆V2)2 −
√
Dmrsd2
2 − (h+∆V1)2
2
(7.5)
In Figure 7.26 and Equation 7.5 the index "f" refers to the exural deformations and the index
"sh" stands for the shear deformations. The parameters l, h, and D are the width, height, and
diagonal length of a given measurement-set. Dmrsd1 and D
mrsd
2 are measured lengths of the
diagonal potentiometers. Dshear1 and D
shear
2 denote the part of the measured length of the di-
agonal potentiometers imposed by the pure shear deformations.
In order to calculate the pure exural deformations in a given segment, using two vertical
potentiometer in the segment, the rotation inside the segment was calculated, and using Equa-
tion 7.3, the pure exural displacement was obtained. By deducting the exural displacement
from the displacement calculated in Equation 7.5, the pure shear displacement inside the seg-
ment was calculated.
The displacement due to the internal rotation of the segment II is obtained from Equation 7.6:
Us2seg1r = (900 + 470α)θsegII (7.6)
where (900+470α) is the distance between the centroid of rotation of segment II to top of the
segment III, and θsegII is rotation inside the segment II.
To calculate the exural displacement due to the internal rotation of the segment III, Equa-
tion 7.7 was used.
Us2seg1r = 900αθsegIII (7.7)
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where 900α denotes the distance between the centroid of rotation of segment III to top of the
segment, and θsegIII is rotation inside the segment III.
7.7.2.1 Displacement components under the GM1 excitation
Displacements are decomposed at selected points in time. The time of the selected points
during the GM1 excitation are 2.697 s, 3.027 s, 3.873 s (maximum shear demands), 4.431 s, and
4.986 s (maximum exural moment demands) on the positive direction. On the negative side,
times 3.582 s, 4.122 s, 6.747 s, and 7.402 s were selected.
Figure 7.27 presents the contribution of each source of deformation in the total displacement
at top of the segment III. Initially, the contribution of the shear deformations is marginal (less
that 5%) while sliding mechanism takes almost 20% of the total deformations. The total exural
deformations are the sum of the exural displacements in the segment and the deformations
due to the rotation in the segment I (base sliding zone) and the segment II. Near the time where
the maximum shear demand was observed, shear deformations governed the response (shear
deformations account for more than 50% of the total displacement). Attaintment of the maxi-
mum displacement response at the top of the specimen, exural deformations dominated the
response that account for more than 60%. This caused the exural cracks to widen and ver-
tical reinforcements to yield, forming a plastic hinge at the base of the wall. At that point in
the test, the rotation of the sliding zone increased and therefore took more share in the global
displacement of the segments. As depicted graphically in Figure 7.27a, the contribution of the
rotation of the wall in the base sliding zone increased until the maximum exural demand was
reached. When the amplitude of the excitation became important and yielding of the longi-
tudinal reinforcements took place, the exural deformations became more important. At the
time corresponding to the maximum shear force demand, the exural contributions is slightly
more than 40%. Between the attaintment of the maximum shear force demand and the maxi-
mum exural moment demand, the relative share of the shear deformation drops signicantly
and the exural deformations increase.
In the negative direction as presented in Figure 7.27b, the exural deformations are governing
the response of the RC wall from the beginning until the end.
Between the selected points, the relative contributions are obtained by linear interpolations.
It is clear that these linear interpolations do not represent the exact contributions, but provide
a reasonable estimation [225].
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Figure 7.27: Displacement decomposition at top of the segment III: a) displacement history un-
der the GM1 excitation, b) displacement contribution on the positive side, and c) displacement
contribution on the negative side.
7.7.2.2 Displacement components under the GM2 excitation
Under theGM2 excitation, displacement contributionswere investigated at times 1.445 s, 2.177 s,
and 2.813 s on the positive side and at times 1.79 s, and 2.474 s on the negative side.
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Figure 7.28: Displacement decomposition at top of the segment III: a) displacement time history
under the GM2 excitation, b) displacement contribution on the positive side, and c) displace-
ment contribution on the negative side.
Figures 7.28a, 7.28b show contribution of the deformations in the lateral displacement at
the top of the segment III under the GM2 excitation in the positive and negative directions,
respectively. It is obvious that in the positive and negative directions the shear mechanism
governs the response of the RC wall. Because the wall experienced severe yielding and wide
cracks appeared due to the GM1 excitation, the RC wall exhibited a very soft behaviour gov-
erned by shear mechanisms in the positive and negative directions.
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While the test progressed, the base sliding zone shows more soft behaviour in the negative
direction. In this direction, the sliding mechanism starts with slightly more than 10% of the
relative displacement contribution and increases with time to nally reach almost 15% of the
total displacement.
7.8 STATE OF THEWALL AFTER THE HYBRID TESTS
After imposing all the seismic excitations (GM0, GM1, GM2), wide exural and shear cracks
could be all over the wall’s height. Figure 7.29 and 7.30 show the state of the specimen after the
GM1 andGM2 seismic excitations, respectively. No signicant concrete crushingwas observed
at the extremities of the wall base. The outer longitudinal bar of the west boundary element of
the RC wall were slightly buckled. Because the concrete was mostly intact on both side of the
wall base, no visual investigation on the state of the conning bars in the boundary elements
was possible.
Figure 7.29: State of the wall after the GM1 excitation.
Figures 7.31a and 7.31b show close-up views of the west and east corners of the RC wall at
the end of the GM2 excitation. As can be seen in the gures, only a small area of concrete at
the extremities of the wall is broken. Most loose concrete pieces were removed to have a clear
view of the state of the far east and west longitudinal reinforcements.
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Figure 7.30: State of the wall after the GM2 excitation.
(a) West corner. (b) East corner.
Figure 7.31: Loose broken concrete in the corners of the RC wall after carrying out the three
hybrid tests.
7.9 CONTROLLING ERRORS DURING THE HYBRID TESTS
Figures 7.32 and 7.33 show the errors between the commands and feedbacks of the applied hor-
izontal displacements and rotations, respectively, at the control point. The maximum recorded
displacement error during the GM0 excitation, as shown in Figure 7.32 was 0.25mm corre-
sponding to 25% of the maximum lateral displacement demand under the GM0 excitation. In
terms of rotation, at a certain point an error close to 50% of the maximum rotation demandwas
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observed. The maximum errors during the GM0 excitation are due the fact that the applied
displacements and rotations are very small. During the GM1 excitation, a maximum error of
0.2mm and 0.0006 rad were measured in terms of displacement and rotation, respectively.
Figure 7.32: History of the displacement error at the control point.
Figure 7.33: History of the rotation error at the control point.
The maximum displacement error was less than 1% of the target displacement, and the
maximum rotation error was 4% of the target rotation. Under the GM2 excitation, the max-
imum error in the horizontal displacement was 0.4mm and the maximum error in rotation
was 0.0006 rad, corresponding to 1.4% and 10% of the target values, respectively. The rela-
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tively higher errors in the rotation control under the GM2 excitation compared with the GM1
is attributable to the small rotational demands under the GM2 excitation.
7.10 PUSH-OVER TEST
A push-over test was carried out after the GM2 amplied ground motion. This test aimed at
verifying the ultimate shear capacity of the RC wall and measuring the displacement ductil-
ity levels and overstrength of the specimen. The shape of the lateral load distribution was
calculated using a modal analysis of the structure in combination with the NBCC 2015 design
spectra. The shape of the lateral load distribution normalized to unity is shown in Figure 7.34.
The distribution illustrated in Figure 7.34 was scaled to the design base shear force and applied
on a purely numerical model created with the VecTor2 software. Two dierent key points from
the displacement response were selected and applied on the specimen as a predened history.
The applied cyclic displacements and rotations are illustrated in Figure 7.35. Figure 7.36 shows
the overall hysteresis behaviour of the specimen in terms of the base shear force versus lateral
displacement at the top of the specimen. Because the specimen was already heavily damaged
after imposing the seismic excitations, the base shear force hysteresis curve begins with a very
low rigidity until the cracks close on the compressive side and there is interlock and friction
along the crack line. In other words, due to the severely damaged condition of the wall, the
stability of the hysteresis loop has completely deteriorated. The shear-displacement hysteresis
has a reverse S-shape, therefore, the area enclosed by the hysteresis loop is very small due to
severe pinching of the curve. Moreover, as the displacements are increased, the damage state
gets more and more severe throughout the RC wall. The stability of the hysteresis curve and
energy dissipation decrease progressively as the amplitude is increased.
The hysteresis curve of the base moment versus the average rotation of the specimen is illus-
trated in Figure 7.37. In opposition to the shear hysteresis curve, the base exural moment
exhibits a high rigidity at the beginning of the rst cycle. Because no buckling was observed
in the vertical reinforcements of the RC wall prior to the push-over test, exural rigidity is
still present from the start. The maximum applied horizontal displacement was 55mm ac-
companied with a rotation of 0.0291 rad. The constant axial load applied through the vertical
actuators was 0.03f ′cAg same as the hybrid tests. Same as the hybrid tests, the push-over test
was done with displacement control in horizontal and rotational degrees of freedom and with
force control in the vertical direction.
Spalling of the concrete cover took place in both sides of the specimen within more than half
a meter in height.
During the cyclic loading, the bars in the boundary elements buckled as illustrated in Fig-
ures 7.38a and 7.38b. On the east side one bar buckled at two dierent locations as shown in
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Figure 7.38b.
Figure 7.34: Modal distribution obtained from the square root of sum of squares (SRSS) of the
rst ve modes.
Figure 7.35: Loading protocol of the push-over test: a) rotations b) horizontal displacements.
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Figure 7.36: Base shear force versus horizontal displacement at the top of the RCwall specimen.
Figure 7.37: Base exural moment versus rotation at the top of the RC wall specimen.
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(a) West corner. (b) East corner.
Figure 7.38: Bar buckling and loose broken concrete in the corners of the RC wall after the
push-over test.
The maximum horizontal displacement at the push-over test was equivalent to a 2.5% drift.
Nevertheless, the RC wall kept its structural integrity and vertical load carrying capacity.
During the push-over test, at displacements less than 15mm in both positive and negative di-
rections, the RC wall exhibited some torsional deformation. This is due the fact that base of
the wall was severely damaged and the RC wall exhibited very soft behaviour. This lack of
stiness alongside the delay of the slave actuator with respect to the master horizontal actua-
tor (as explained in control method) caused the specimen to twist. This phenomenon was not
present at absolute displacements greater than 15mm.
The specimen exhibited dierent shear forces for the same displacement level in positive and
negative directions as shown in Figure 7.37. In the negative direction, the shear force demand
was higher. The reason was because the specimen was more damaged during the hybrid tests
in the positive direction while the wall was less damaged in the negative direction. Because
of that, in the negative direction the specimen exhibited more strength. For the sake of safety,
the imposed lateral displacement was limited to 55mm (2.5 % drift).
Because of the spalling of the concrete cover, the LVDTs placed at the west extremity of the
wall to measure the base rotation was not functional, thus, the decomposition of the displace-
ment to its components was not possible for the push-over test.
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7.11 DISPLACEMENT DUCTILITY
Displacement ductility (µ∆) is dened as the ratio between the maximum horizontal displace-
ment at the control point (∆max) and the horizontal displacement of the same point corre-
sponding to the yielding in exure at the base of the wall (∆y) [124, 135]:
µ∆ =
∆max
∆y
(7.8)
To calculate∆y , a line parallel to the unloading slope of the base moment hysteresis curve was
extracted as shown in Figure 7.39. During the hybrid tests, the rst plastic excursion occurred
when the base moment reached 823 kN.m. The yielding moment obtained from MNPHi pro-
gram is equal to 1000 kN.m. In order to avoid overestimating the displacement ductility, the
theoretical prediction was chosen as a reference. The rotation corresponding to the intersec-
tion point between the yielding moment and the elastic stiness corresponds to the yielding
rotation. The horizontal displacement corresponding to this rotation value is taken as the
yielding displacement. The yielding displacement∆y corresponding to a 0.0052 rad rotation is
9.83mm. Consequently, using Equation 7.8, the maximum displacement ductility that the RC
wall experienced was 5.6. This ductility level is higher than the ductility-related force modi-
cation factorRd equal to 3.5 for which this shear wall was designed using the national building
code of Canada, 2015 edition [146].
Figure 7.39: Calculating rotation corresponding with the base yielding exural moment using
moment hysteresis curve.
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7.12 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the test results from three hybrid simulations with three dierent levels of seis-
mic excitations were presented. The structural response of the RC wall under each excitation
was studied and the eect of higher modes on the dynamic response was analyzed. The am-
plication factor corresponding to the base shear force demand was evaluated and compared
with amplication factors proposed in the literature including those given by the CSAA23.3-14
standard. The equation recommended by the CSAA23.3-14 to dene the plastic hinge zone and
length at the base of wall was assessed based on test results. The RC wall displacements were
decomposed into three dierent deformation mechanisms: sliding, shear, and exural defor-
mations, and the contribution of each mechanism was analyzed. The sliding of the foundation
was investigated and it was shown that the measured sliding is negligible in comparison with
demands. Consequently, the foundation sliding eects was ignored in the displacement anal-
yses. The shear strength equations in the CSAA23.3-14 standard were compared to the test
results to evaluate its ability to predict the maximum shear strength. The equation proposed
in the CSAA23.3-14 standard underestimates the shear force capacity of the tested shear wall.
Also it was shown that the equation in the CSAA23.3-14 to account for the inelastic eects
of higher modes to amplify the base shear force underestimates this eect. Recommendations
were made to use Ambroise et al.’s [9] amplication factors to design ductile RC shear walls
using the capacity design method. Experimental errors that occurred during the hybrid sim-
ulations were presented. And nally, the push-over test carried out after the hybrid tests was
explained and the mechanism at the end of test was explained. The displacement ductility level
was calculated and it was demonstrated that the RC wall behaves even better than predicted
by the NBCC2015 code in terms of ductility reached at the end of the push-over test.
Chapter 8
Test Results versus Numerical
Simulations
8.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the test results in terms of base shear force and exural moment demands are
compared to the results of the numerical simulations explained in Chapter 5. This comparison
shows the ability of the numerical models to represent the nonlinear behaviour of RC shear
walls.
8.2 SHEAR FORCE AND FLEXURAL MOMENT DEMANDS
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 present the test results compared to ber element (OS) and shell element
(VT2) models’ results, respectively. In general, the ber model predicts slightly higher shear
force and exural demands compared with the test results. Inversely, the shell element model
shows smaller demands. There is a very good agreement between test results and both of the
numerical models. Therefore, it can be concluded that the numerical models are reliable to
simulate dynamic behaviour of RC walls under seismic excitations.
In the following subsections numerical simulation results under each of the seismic excitations
are compared with corresponding test results separately.
8.2.1 GM0 excitation
The GM0 excitation is a low intensity ground motion. Both the numerical and the experi-
mental results showed that the RC shear wall structure remains in linear regime during this
earthquake. Figure 8.3 illustrates demands of the experimental specimen (scaled up for the ref-
erence RC wall) and the numerical models under the GM0 seismic excitation. The maximum
experimental base shear force demand was 1710 kN, while the ber element model (OS) pre-
dicts 1450 kN, and the shell element model (VT2) shows 1650 kN. In terms of exural moment,
both of the models predicted a higher demand compared to the test results. Maximum exural
demand were 12475 kN.m, 14575 kN.m, and 16170 kN.m for the experimental results, the OS
and the VT2 models, respectively. The reason why the shear force demand of the test speci-
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Figure 8.1: a) OS model and the test results for shear force demands of the reference RC wall;
a) base shear force; b) OS model and the test results for base exural moment demands of the
reference RC wall; c) seismic excitations.
men is higher in comparison with the numerical models’ results, is mainly due to experimental
control errors. According to Figure 7.1a, and 7.1b, during the GM0 excitation, the rotational
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Figure 8.2: Time histories: a) VT2 and test results for shear force demands of the reference RC
wall; b) VT2 and test results for base exural moment demands of the reference RC wall; c)
seismic excitations.
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degree of freedomwas almost always under-shooted while the translational degree of freedom
was well-controlled. As explained in Chapter 7, the GM0 excitation generated very small ro-
tations. Precisely controlling such small rotations are dicult. Therefore, the rotations were
under-shooted during the rst hybrid test and, consequently this resulted in high demands in
shear forces and low demands in exural moments.
8.2.2 GM1 excitation
Figure 8.4 presents the test results versus the numerical models’ results under the GM1 seis-
mic excitation. In Figure 8.4a, at the beginning of the GM1 excitation, the OS model predicts
demands very close to the test results. As the test progressed and cracks and yielding of the
exural reinforcements occurred, the shell element model shows a very good agreement with
test results in base shear force demands. During the free vibration period after peak acceler-
ations, the VT2 model is in very good agreement with the test. According to Figure 8.4b, the
VT2 model shows an excellent response from beginning until the end of the GM1 excitation
in predicting exural moment demands at the base of the RC wall. At the time of occurrence
of the maximum shear force demand (t=3.786 s) under the GM1 excitation, the OS model pre-
dicts smaller demands both in shear and exural moments. At that same time, the VT2 model
gives better predictions. The ability of the VT2 model in producing more accurate predictions
is related to the fact that this model can consider the shear-exure interaction phenomenon.
The maximum base shear force demand of the reference RC wall under the GM1 excitation
was 5830 kN. The OS model predicts 4720 kN, and the VT2 model shows 5820 kN as the max-
imum shear force demand. In terms of the maximum exural moment demand, the OS and
VT2 models predict 33930 kN.m and 31600 kN.m, respectively. The test results showed that
the maximum exural moment demand of the reference RC wall under the GM1 excitation is
32000 kN.m.
8.2.3 GM2 excitation
The GM2 ground motion was applied after severe yielding occurrence in the exural rein-
forcements and the development of wide exural and shear cracks all over the wall height.
Figure 8.5 shows the responses of the reference RC wall under the GM2 excitation. In terms
of base shear force, the VT2 model gives closer predictions. However, the OS model predicts
the maximum exural demands more accurately. Because the RC wall is seriously damaged,
the ber element model gives better exural capacity predictions. This is due the fact that
due to wide cracks and yielding of most horizontal reinforcements, the RC wall to exhibited a
very soft behaviour in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the interaction between shear and
exure becomes less important in predicting the responses. However, during free vibration
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Figure 8.3: Time histories of: a) shear force demands of the reference RC wall; b) exural
moment demands of the reference RC wall; c) seismic excitation GM0.
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Figure 8.4: Time histories: a) shear force demands of the reference RC wall; b) exural moment
demands of the reference RC wall; c) seismic excitation GM1.
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Figure 8.5: Time histories: a) shear force demands of the reference RC wall; b) exural moment
demands of the reference RC wall; c) seismic excitation GM2.
part at the end of the excitation, VT2 model better predictions. In addition, the shell element
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VT2 model shows a very clear period elongations compared to the test results. The maximum
shear force demand of the RC wall based on the experimental results was 7715 kN. The ber
and shell element models predicted a shear force demand equal to 7480 kN and 7050 kN, re-
spectively. Test results showed a maximumexural moment demand equal to 26470 kN.m. The
OS and VT2 models showed 27400 kN.m and 26540 kN.m exural demands, respectively.
8.3 SUMMERY
Both of the numerical models are capable of accurately predicting the RC shear wall responses
under seismic excitations. However, the shell elementVT2model yielded better results because
of its capability to consider shear-exure interactions.
Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Research
9.1 CONCLUSION
Shear force amplication due to inelastic highermode eects was identied in the early 1970’s.
Even though failures of shear wall structures have been rare under past earthquakes, it is nev-
ertheless a concern to avoid shear failures in walls designed according to the capacity design
principles.
Interaction between the shear and exural deformations plays an important role on how RC
shear walls respond to dynamic loads. Thus, it is important to quantify the shear-exure in-
teraction and the dynamic amplication of the shear force due to the higher mode eects in
order to clearly dene the design shear forces and thereby ensure that a given RC shear wall
will fail under a ductile mechanism when submitted to a severe ground motion.
Recent studies have shown that the shear amplication can be larger than twice the value
of the shear force corresponding to the development of the probable moment capacity at the
base of the wall. The 2014 edition of the CSAA23.3 standard introduced for the rst time an
expression for the shear force amplication factor limited to a maximum value of 1.5. This ex-
perimental research addressed two major questions: i) whether the shear amplication can be
put in evidence experimentally, and ii) what is its maximum value. To answer these questions,
a pseudo-dynamic hybrid test was performed. Because of the huge size and mass of typical RC
walls, testing a full size wall under seismic loads in practice using a shake table is impossible.
The main advantage of performing a pseudo-dynamic hybrid test over a shake table test is to
avoid the inclusion of any physical mass to produce the inertial forces.
Three successive pseudo-dynamic hybrid tests were performed on an eight-storey RC shear
wall to investigate the eect of higher modes on the nonlinear dynamic response at the base
of the wall. During each successive test, the intensity of the ground motion was increased.
The displacement and rotation demands imposed on the test specimen during the hybrid tests
were successfully applied with sucient precision, thereby validating the adequacy of the test
set-up and control schemes. As expected, under the design ground motion (GM1), yielding
occurred in the longitudinal reinforcement at the base of the wall spread over a length larger
than ℓw/2, thereby forming a plastic hinge. However, some horizontal reinforcement yielded
due to shear force amplication induced by the response of higher modes. The yielding of the
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bars was accompanied by major horizontal and diagonal cracks. The shear demand observed
during the GM1 hybrid test was 2.16 times greater than the expected shear capacity as evalu-
ated using the capacity design procedure in CSA A23.3-14. Test results showed that the peak
shear force demand took place in four points during two successive cycles.
Under the GM2 ground motion, which had a PGA twice as high as GM1, more yielding was
observed especially in the horizontal reinforcement. The yielding of the bars was also accom-
panied by severe horizontal and diagonal cracks. The shear amplication observed during the
GM2 test was 3.01 times greater than the capacity design value obtained using the CSA A23.3-
14 design code. It can be concluded that the shear demand due to higher mode eects seems
to be underestimated by the CSAA23.3-14 standard. Nevertheless, the structural integrity of
the wall (and building structure) was maintained after the three hybrid tests.
Test results showed that the dynamic amplication factor for the design shear force presented
in the capacity design procedure of the CSAA23-3-14 is lower than the reality for this partic-
ular test specimen. Despite the higher amplication of the shear force, no shear failure was
observed. Nevertheless, the CSAA23.3-14 standard underestimated the shear force capacity of
the RC walls.
Because of the high stiness of the RC wall, specially in the axial direction, controlling all
degrees of freedom poses a serious challenge during a displacement controlled hybrid test.
In order to perform a hybrid test with a sti RC shear wall, a combination of force and dis-
placement control was implemented. First, the vertical displacement at the control point was
determined by performing a sectional analysis to ensure that the horizontal displacement and
rotation were applied correctly. Second, the vertical force was corrected by moving the whole
structure upward or downward. This procedure was used at every time step of the ground
motion. The corrected vertical displacement was always small. This approach proved to be an
eective method to perform a hybrid simulation of a large-scale sti RC structural wall.
A hybrid test can be interrupted intentionally or unintentionally. The restoration of a hybrid
test involves restoring the state variables of the numerical integrator at the interruption point
corresponding to the coordinates of the specimen at the time of the interruption. The history
of the material behaviour in the numerical subassembly also has to be reinstated. Terzic and
Stojadinovic [205] proposed a shadow numerical specimen to restore an interrupted test. The
shadow numericalmodel attempts to reproduce the structural behaviour of physical subassem-
bly prior to the interruption point as closely as possible. Depending on the level of nonlinearity
developed in the test specimen, creating a shadow model, specially for complex structural el-
ements including RC shear walls, can be dicult, time consuming, and even impossible if the
behaviour of the test specimen is very complex. In this study, a new approach to easily re-
store an interrupted hybrid test without using a numerical model representing the physical
substructure was applied. Test results proved that this is a reliable method to safely restore an
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interrupted hybrid test.
After the hybrid tests, the nal push-over test demonstrated that the tested RC shear wall can
reach displacement ductility levels as large as ve. This observed ductility level is higher than
the ductility related force reduction factor,Rd = 3.5, presented in NBCC 2015. From a ductility
point of view, the ductile RC shear wall behaved better than the code predictions.
9.2 FUTURE RESEARCH
In future work, it recommended to repeat RC shear walls tests with dierent levels of ductility
in order to reveal the eect of displacement ductility levels on the dynamic response of the
structural walls.
Because a higher shear demand was observed experimentally without any evident shear fail-
ure, it seems that the code equations are underestimating the shear force capacity of the RC
shear walls. It would be necessary to carry out large-scale tests on shear walls under dierent
loading situations considering the eect of shear-exure interaction to upgrade code equa-
tions.
To avoid over designing RCwalls, and because of the lack of information about the shear capac-
ity of shear walls including higher mode eects, it is recommended to evaluate the possibility
of using the nominal shear force capacity of the section instead of the factored shear capacity.
Long-duration high intensity ground motions, such as the one in Chile in 2010, can cause shear
yielding excursion and high shear demands for longer periods of time. A long intensive earth-
quake would be capable of inducing a large number of reversals of inelastic deformations and
thus creating several cycles with high shear force demands. Repetitive inelastic cycles with
high shear force demands could lead to a brittle shear failure. Due to the Cascadia subduction
zone located on theWest Coast of Canada, strong long-duration earthquakes can occur. There-
fore, it is strongly recommended to perform seismic tests with long duration acceleration time
histories.
According to previous research, the eect of highermodes on the structural response can create
a second plastic hinge along the height of RC walls designed according to the capacity design
procedure. Investigating this second plastic hinge was outside the scope of this research. In
order to develop a deeper understanding of the eects of higher modes along the height of the
RCwalls, it would be useful to conduct an hybrid test including a physical subassembly located
along the height of the RC wall with a high risk of plastic hinge formation. Such a study would
help in developing an improved capacity design procedure and possibly move from one-hinge
procedure to a double-hinge design method.

Appendix A
Seismic Design Forces
The reference RC shear wall was analyzed, designed and detailed according to the 2015 edi-
tion of the National Building Code of Canada [146] and the standard CSAA23.3-14 [46]. The
RC shear wall was analyzed using ETABS program by response spectrum analysis method
based on the UHS of Revièr-du-Loup presented in NBCC2015. After extracting factored forces
and moments from ETABS, the capacity design procedure addressed in CSAA23.3-14 was fol-
lowed and corresponding amplication factors were extracted.
A.1 AMPLIFICATION FACTORS FOR FLEXURAL MOMENTS
Regarding CSAA23.3-14, when dynamic analysis is used to determine the bending moment
envelope, the factored bending moments at all elevations above the base plastic hinge region
should be increased by the ratio of factored bending moment resistanceMr to factored bend-
ing momentMf , calculated at top of plastic hinge region.
Inside the base plastic hinge region, the factored exural moment should be increased by the
ratio of nominal bending moment resistance Mn to factored bending moment Mf , both cal-
culated at the bottom of the plastic hinge region of the RC wall. Table A.1 presents factored
exural moments and factored base forces extracted from ETABS model.
Table A.1: Factored exural moments and base shear forces calculated by ETABS model.
Storey Mf (kN.m) Vf kN
8 0 0
7 1600 510
6 3900 740
5 6160 770
4 8095 775
3 9780 870
2 11610 1070
1 14025 1310
Base 20900 1560
Table A.2 shows the design exural moment envelope over the height of the RC wall and
the exural moment resistance at each storey level.
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Table A.2: Design exural mo-
ment envelope and factored ex-
ural moment resistance.
Storey Md(kN.m) Mr(kN.m)
8 0 15000
7 2561 15700
6 6230 16340
5 9850 17020
4 12950 17670
3 15660 20730
2 18580 21300
1 21950 21950
Base 22700 22700
A.2 AMPLIFICATION FACTORS FOR SHEAR FORCES
A.2.1 Amplication factor accounting for exural overstrength
A.2.1.1 Inside the base plastic hinge region
Within the base plastic hinge region, the shear force resistance should be greater than the shear
force corresponding to the development of the probable moment capacity (Mp) Vp. Therefore
the Vp is:
Vp = Vf
(
Mp
Mf
)
base
6 Vlimit (A.1)
where the amplication factor is:
Mp
Mf
=
34500
20900
= 1.65
Vlimit is the upper limit for the capacity design shear force that is determined from the
elastic shear forces with RdRo = 1.3.
Vlimit =
Ve
1.3
(A.2)
A.2.1.2 Above the base plastic hinge
Above the plastic hinge, the design shear force should be greater than Vah that is the shear
force corresponding to the development of the exural resistance at the top of plastic hinge.
Vah can be approximated using the following equation:
Vah = Vf
(
Mr
Mf
)
hingetop
6 Vlimit (A.3)
where the amplication factor is:
Mr
Mf
=
21950
14025
= 1.57
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A.2.2 Amplication factor accounting for inelastic eects of higher
modes
To consider inelastic eects of highermodes, the increased shear force by the amplication fac-
tors presented in the previous subsections, should be increased by the following amplication
factor too.
ω = 1 + 0.25 (RdRo/γw − 1) ≤ 1.5 (A.4)
ω = 1 + 0.25
(
5.6
1.53
− 1
)
= 1.66 ⇒ use ω = 1.5
As explained in the text, this factor did not used in the design process in order to measure it
experimentally. Table A.3 involves design shear force envelope and the factored shear force
resistance of the RC wall section in dierent oors.
Table A.3: Seismic design forces of the reference RC wall based ac-
cording to the code NBCC2015 and standard CSA A23.3-14.
Storey Ve Vf VCSA VpCSA Vf
RdRo
1.3 Design shear Vr
8 2846 508 901 834 2189 901 4035
7 4139 739 1310 1213 3184 1310 4035
6 4326 773 1369 1268 3328 1369 4035
5 4332 774 1371 1270 3332 1371 4035
4 4856 867 1537 1423 3735 1537 4035
3 5980 1068 1892 1753 4600 1892 4035
2 7321 1307 2317 2146 5632 2317 4035
1 8719 1557 2555 6707 2555 4035
Base 4326 1557 2555 6707 2555 2726
where
Ve = the elastic shear force;
Vf = shows the factored shear force;
VCSA = the amplied shear force above the base plastic hinge zone without considering
the amplication factor accounting for inelastic eects of higher modes;
VpCSA = the amplied shear force by factor ofMp/Mf , whereMp andMf are the probable
exural resistance and factored exural moment at the base of the wall ;
Vd = the design shear force;
Vr = the factored shear resistance of the section calculated using CSA equations.
All shear forces in Table A.3 are in kN.

Appendix B
OpenSees/OpenFresco code
wipe;
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3
set dataDir Data;
le mkdir $dataDir;
set PROCSdir Procedures;
source $PROCSdir/procRayleigh.tcl
source $PROCSdir/procModalAnalysis.tcl
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
#Dene UNITS
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set mm 1.;
set kN 1.;
set sec 1.;
set GPa 1.;
set MKg 1.;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# dene constant
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set PI [expr2∗asin(1.0)];
set g 9.810; #m/s2
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# dene engineering units
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set MPa [expr 0.001 ∗ $GPa];
set Kg [expr 0.000001 ∗ $MKg];
set N [expr 0.001 ∗ $kN];
set mkN [expr 1000/$g ∗ $Kg];
set m [expr 1000.0 ∗ $mm];
set m2 [expr 1000.0 ∗ $mm{∗}1000.0 ∗ $mm];
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Load OpenFresco package
# ———————–
loadPackage OpenFresco
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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# WALL GEOMETRY
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set nStorey 8;
set FStoreyHeight [expr 6050 ∗ $mm];
set StoreyHeight [expr 3150 ∗ $mm];
set StoreyWeight1 [expr 4838.4 ∗ $kN];
set StoreyWeight27 [expr 3978.24 ∗ $kN];
set StoreyWeight8 [expr 3548.16 ∗ $kN];
set StoreyMass1 [expr $StoreyWeight1 ∗ $mkN];
set StoreyMass27 [expr $StoreyWeight27 ∗ $mkN];
set StoreyMass8 [expr $StoreyWeight8 ∗ $mkN];
set SmallMass [expr 1e− 20 ∗ $mkN];
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Node coordinates and mass
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
node 1 0.0 +0.0;
node 2 0.0 +6050 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 3 0.0 +9200 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 4 0.0 +12350 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 5 0.0 +15500 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 6 0.0 +18650 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 7 0.0 +21800 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 8 0.0 +24950 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 9 0.0 +28100 -mass $StoreyMass27 $SmallMass 0.0;
node 10 0.0 +6050;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Point Constraints
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
x 1 1 1 1;
x 10 1 1 1;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# MATERIAL PARAMETERS
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Concrete
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set matTagC 1 ;
set matTagCc 2; # Conned concrete
set fpc [expr − 28.15$MPa];
set fpcc [expr − 33.78 ∗ $MPa];
set epsc0 -0.002;
set epsc0c -0.0024;
set fpcu 0.0;
set epsU -0.0048;
set fpcuc [expr − 7.2 ∗ $MPa];
set epsUc -0.024;
set lambda 0.5;
set ft [expr 1.75 ∗ $MPa];
set Ec [expr 2 ∗ $fpc/$epsc0];
set et 0.0012;
uniaxialMaterial Concrete04 $matTagC $fpc $epsc0 $epsU $Ec $ft $et 0.85;
uniaxialMaterial Concrete04 $matTagCc $fpcc $epsc0c $epsUc $Ec $ft $et 0.85;
# Steel
set SteelMat02 11;
set Fy [expr 800 ∗ $MPa];
set E [expr 200e3 ∗ $MPa];
set b 0.01;
set R0 18;
set cR1 0.925;
set cR2 0.15;
set a1 0.0;
set a2 1.0;
set a3 0.0;
set a4 1.0;
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 $SteelMat02 $Fy $E $b $R0 $cR1 $cR2 $a1 $a2 $a3 $a4;
set matTagS 12;
set minStrain -0.15;
set maxStrain 0.15;
uniaxialMaterial MinMax $matTagS $SteelMat02 -min $minStrain -max $maxStrain;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Eective shear
# stiness
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set MatElast1321;
set MatElast4622;
set MatElast7823;
set A 2813250; #mm2
set nu 0.15; #Poisson ratio for concrete
set Ec [expr 2 ∗ $fpc/$epsc0];
set G [expr $Ec/(2 ∗ (1 + $nu))];
set GA [expr $G ∗ $A];
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uniaxialMaterial Elastic $MatElast13 [expr 0.45 ∗ $GA] +0.0;
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $MatElast46 [expr 0.20 ∗ $GA] +0.0;
uniaxialMaterial Elastic $MatElast78 [expr 0.05 ∗ $GA] +0.0;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene section(s)
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Storeys 2 to 4
section Fiber 14 {
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 -2475 -412.5 -1650 -412.5 -1650 +412.5 -2475 +412.5
patch quad $matTagC 100 8 -1650 -220 +1650 -220 +1650 +220 -1650 +220
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 +1650 -412.5 +2475 -412.5 +2475 +412.5 +1650 +412.5
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 -2378 -316 -2378 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 -2176 -316 -2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 -1949 -316 -1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 -1747 -316 -1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 18 +300 -1530 -137 +1530 -137
layer straight $matTagS 18 +300 -1530 +137 +1530 +137
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 +1747 -316 +1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 +1949 -316 +1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 +2176 -316 +2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 +2378 -316 +2378 +316
}
# Storeys 5 to 6
section Fiber 56 {
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 -2475 -412.5 -1650 -412.5 -1650 +412.5 -2475 +412.5
patch quad $matTagC 100 8 -1650 -220 +1650 -220 +1650 +220 -1650 +220
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 +1650 -412.5 +2475 -412.5 +2475 +412.5 +1650 +412.5
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 -2378 -316 -2378 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 -2176 -316 -2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 -1949 -316 -1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 -1747 -316 -1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 17 +200 -1530 -137 +1530 -137
layer straight $matTagS 17 +200 -1530 +137 +1530 +137
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 +1747 -316 +1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 +1949 -316 +1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +500 +2176 -316 +2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +500 +2378 -316 +2378 +316
}
# Storeys 7 to 8
section Fiber 78 {
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 -2475 -412.5 -1650 -412.5 -1650 +412.5 -2475 +412.5
patch quad $matTagC 100 8 -1650 -220 +1650 -220 +1650 +220 -1650 +220
patch quad $matTagCc 10 8 +1650 -412.5 +2475 -412.5 +2475 +412.5 +1650 +412.5
layer straight $matTagS 4 +300 -2378 -316 -2378 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +300 -2176 -316 -2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +300 -1949 -316 -1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +300 -1747 -316 -1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 17 +200 -1530 -137 +1530 -137
layer straight $matTagS 17 +200 -1530 +137 +1530 +137
layer straight $matTagS 4 +300 +1747 -316 +1747 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +300 +1949 -316 +1949 +316
layer straight $matTagS 2 +300 +2176 -316 +2176 +316
layer straight $matTagS 4 +300 +2378 -316 +2378 +316
}
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Shear displacement
# aggregator
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
section Aggregator 5 $MatElast13 Vy -section 14
section Aggregator 6 $MatElast46 Vy -section 14
section Aggregator 7 $MatElast46 Vy -section 56
section Aggregator 8 $MatElast78 Vy -section 78
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene geometric
# transformation(s)
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set transfTag 1;
geomTransfCorotational $transfTag;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Test specimen initial
# stiness
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set K11 0.0;
set K22 [expr 0.8 ∗ 2100];
set K33 [expr 0.8 ∗ 54660237566];
set K23 [expr − 0.8∗6348507];
set K32 $K23;
set K12 0;
set K13 0;
set K21 0;
set K31 0;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene control points
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
expControlPoint1 2 ux disp uy disp rz disp
expControlPoint2 2 ux force uy force rz force ux disp uy disp rz disp
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene experimental control
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
expControl LabVIEW 1 "127.0.0.1" 44000 -trialCP 1 -outCP 2;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene experimental setup
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
expSetup NoTransformation 1 -control 1 -dir 2 1 3 -sizeTrialOut 3 3 -trialDispFact 1 1 1 -outDispFact 1 1 1 -outForcefact 1 1 1
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene local site
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
expSite LocalSite 1 1;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene experimental elements
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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expElement beamColumn 1 1 2 $transfTag -site 1 -initStif $K11 $K12 $K13 $K21 $K22 $K23 $K31 $K32 $K33;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene numerical elements
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set NumIntPoints13 8;
set NumIntPoints48 8;
set EleIterNum 500;
set EleIterTol 1e-5;
element nonlinearBeamColumn 2 2 3 $NumIntPoints13 5 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 3 3 4 $NumIntPoints13 5 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 4 4 5 $NumIntPoints13 6 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 5 5 6 $NumIntPoints48 7 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 6 6 7 $NumIntPoints48 7 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 7 7 8 $NumIntPoints48 8 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
element nonlinearBeamColumn 8 8 9 $NumIntPoints48 8 1 -iter $EleIterNum $EleIterTol
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene spring
# the zero length element to represent
# the axial stiness of the RC specimen
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
uniaxialMaterial Elastic 1001 [expr 14000 ∗ 1000 ∗ $MPa];
element zeroLength 10 10 2 -mat 1001 -dir 2
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Eigenvalue analysis
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set pi 3.14159265358979;
set lambda [eigen 8];
puts "Eigenvalues at start of transient:"
puts "lambda omega period"
foreach lambda $lambda {
set omega [exprpow($lambda, 0.5)]
set period [expr2 ∗ $pi/pow($lambda, 0.5)]
puts "$lambda $omega $period"
}
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Apply GRAVITY LAOD
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set AxialLoad -2350; # 3%;
pattern Plain 1 "Linear"{
load 9 0.0 [expr 0.1102 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 8 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 7 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 6 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 5 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 4 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 3 0.0 [expr 0.1233 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
load 2 0.0 [expr 0.1500 ∗ $AxialLoad] 0.0;
}
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system BandGeneral;
numberer Plain;
constraints Plain;
set NstepGravity 10;
set DGravity [expr 1./$NstepGravity];
integrator LoadControl $DGravity;
algorithm Linear;
analysis Static;
for {set i 1} {$i < 11} {incr i} {
if {$ok !=
0}
{
exit -1
}
}
loadConst -time 0.0
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Recorders
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
source recorders.tcl;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene dynamic loads
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set dt 0.003;
set percent 1.0;
set scale [expr $percent∗10];
set accelSeries "Path -lePath GroundMotion.dat-dt $dt -factor $scale"
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel $accelSeries
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Rayleigh damping matrix
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
set Modei 1;
set Modej 3;
set Xii 0.02;
set Xij 0.02;
set KinitSwitch 1.0;
set KcurrSwitch 0.0;
set KcommSwitch 0.0;
procRayleigh $Modei $Modej $Xii $Xij $KinitSwitch $KcurrSwitch $KcommSwitch
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Start of analysis generation
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
system BandGeneral;
numberer Plain;
constraints Plain;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Dene the integration scheme
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# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
integrator AlphaOS 0.8;
algorithm Linear -tangent;
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Transient Analysis
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
analysis Transient;
set outFileID [open elapsedTime.txtw];
set tg 0.0;
set command 1;
set tTot [time {
for {set i 1} {$i < 7011} {incr i} {
if { $i < 202 } {
set dt 0.01;
}
if { $i>=202 & $i < 1601 } {
set dt 0.003;
}
if { $i>=1601 & $i < 3502 } {
set dt 0.006;
}
if { $i>=3502 & $i < 4200 } {
set dt 0.003;
}
if { $i>= 4200 } {
set dt 0.006;
}
set t [time {analyze1$dt}] }
}]
puts "Elapsed Time = $tTot"
close $outFileID
remove recorders;
wipe;
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